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Prologue':

This manual is one in a series of thirteen developed by the Northwest Regional
Educational Labcratory (NWRgL) as part of the "Keys to School Boardsmanship"

project.

The workshop programs resulting from the project are intended to help

strengthen local school boards through continuing education.

The workshops in the series have been thoroughly tested by NWREL staff and by
the staff of state school board associations in Alaska, I-iho, Montana, Oregon
and Washington. These programs have been found to be ex ..emely useful as

tools for strengthening continuing education services to school board members.

The "Keys to School Boardsmanship" materials are now being published and
distributed by the National School Boards Association (NSBA). In addition,

the NSBA is developing a national center designed to assist state associations
to make the,best use of the material.

Thirteen manuals in the series now available from NSBA include:

Board/Administrator Relations

o Building Bridges: School Board Political Roles

o COmmunicating with the Community

o Conflict: Alternatives to Blowing a Fuse

o Effective School Board Meetings

o The Educational Management Team

o Policy Development

o Policy is Power

o Program Evaluation: School Board Roles

o What Do School Boards Do?

o School Board Self-Assessment

o School Improvement: A Tune the School Board Can Play

o Teamwork: The Board and Superintendent in Action
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SECTION 1:' INTRODUCTION

The materials in this manual are designed to help workshop leaders prepare for
and present the Building Bridges woekshop to members of local school boards.

Purpose and Rationale

The three workshops in this series have been developed in response to requests
from local school board members and their state leaders.

It is their perception that boardsmanship, as well as public education more
generally, has become more "political" (in a nonpartisan sense) . And, it is
their desire to increase the awareness of local school board members about
political issues, trends, responsibilities and strategies. In their view,
board members should develop a perception of themselves as politicians in
order to participate effectively in shaping these forces.

Some of the trends which have given rise to this concern.are discussed ih
depth in other parts of this manual. In brief, they are:

The continuing need for board members to remain representative and
responsive to their local school communities in an increasing

complexity of educational governance

The growing intergovernmental context of educational decisicka.making,

resulting from changing roles of municipal, state and federal
government

o The reassertion, in recent years,'of state responsibility and
authority for public schools, and the growing importance of the
legislative and regulatory processes in public school policy

Through the three workshops included in this manual, school board members and
superintendents have an opportunity to identify, analyze, discuss and develop
responses to the changing politics of education.

Uses

The Building Bridges workshop has many potential uses, from the point of view
of a state association of local school boards. It might be used, for example:

o To develop awareness of the general membership about political roles
and issues, through presentations at regional or statewide meetings

o To help in developing issues, plans and strategies of the association
legislative committee

%
To provide orientation to legislative liaison members of local boards

Goals and Objectives

The goal of Building Bridges is to afford workshop participants an opportunity
to examine the political dimensions and responsibilities of their roles as
elected school officials at the local and state levels.

ti
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Objectives.for each workshop include the following:

Works'lop 1 The Local Level

Workshop participants will:

o Understand community expectations for school bovd
representation

o Understant two distinct philosoPhies and approaches to
the task of representation

9 Assess their own approach to representation, and analyze
its Ovantages and disadvantaOs

o Understand how school boards can be responsive to their
community constituencies

Workshop 2: The StLte Level

Workshop participants will:

o Understand trends in the role relationships of federal,
state, and local government for the public schools

o Understand some of the attitudes of state legislators

regarding public education and educators

o Understand some of the features of the organdzation of
ctate legislatures and characteristics of state education
legitlative leaders

o Develop preliminary strategies for the involvement of
school boatd membets in the legislative process

o Identify information and resource needs for legislative

involvement

Workshop 3: Coalitions for the Public Schools

Workshop participants will:

o Understand the need for and approaches to building
coalitions

o Examine advantages and disadvantages of coalition
membership

o Ide4ify issues and strategies for coalition building
activity

2 /



Organization of the Leader's Guide

In addition to the introductory section, this Leader's Guide ccontains material

to assist you in planning your phsentation of the BUilding Bridges workSbops.

The other sections and their purposes and contents are as follows:

Section 2: Planning the workshops

This section contains information about preparations the
leader needs to *make before presenting the workshop.
Included are hints and suggestions about:

Baekground reading

o Physical arrangements to make

o Groupings of participants

o Materials preparation

o Equipment needed

Section 3: Presenting the workshops

This section includes a step by step description of
workshop procedures, along with time allocations and-

required resources. Here, you will find:

A sequence of workshop activities

o Specific instructions and references to participant

materials and audio and visualcaids

o A leader focus for each workshop activity

o Helpful hints about workshop activities

Section 4: Evaluating the workshops

In this section, you will find information about various
approaches to evaluation of the workshop. Included are:

o A rationale for getting feedback about the workshop

o A sample workshop evaluation form

o A discussion of alternatives
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Section 5: Resources

This section contains reading naterial which the leader
will need to be familiar with beCore presenting the
workshops. Included n this section are:

o Concept papers

'Theory* papers

o Further explanation of ideas developed in the workshop

Section 6: Participant materials

This section contains a participant booklet for each of the
three workshops.



SECTION 2: PLANNING THE WORKSHOP

As you plan a Building Bridges workshop, you wijl need to consider several
issues and make many choices. The issues discussed here are:

o Determining the scope and focus of the workshop

o Becoming thoroughly familiar with background materials, workshop
procedures and resource materials

o Physical arrangements for the workshop

. o Grouping of participants

o Preparation of handout materials

o Equipment needs

In this section, you will find suggestions intended to help you consider and
make decisions about these issues, and to develop your workshop plan.

Focus and Sco e of the Worksho s

Building Bridges is composed of three workshops. The focus of the first
is upon school board political involvement at the local level. The focus
of the second unit is upon state level political involvement. The third
unit focuses upon building coalitions to promote public education.

Time requirement for Workshop 1 is 3 hours, 15 minutes.

Time requirement for Workshop 2 is 5 hours, 20 minutes.

Time requirement for Workshop 3 is 2 hours, 35 minutes.

The time you have available and the focus you want for participants should
help you determine which workshop to choose.

It is important to recognize that the workshop materials are flexible,
that they can be used in ways different from those described here. It is
equally important to recognize that the wurkshop is designed to achieve
specific objectives, as outlined in Section 1. In determing the focus and
scope of the workshop, review the objectives for the unit(s) you have
decided to present. Which objectives will you emphasize? Have you added
new objectives? Are you prepared to state and explain the workshop
objectives?

5



Sample Agendas for Building Bridges Workshops

The following are typical sample agendas for each of the workshops in this

series. Reviewing them should help you determine the emphasis and
modifications you may wish to make to suit your needs.

Workshop 1: The Local Level

Time Activity, Number and Name

5 min.

20 min.

20 min.

35 min.
35 min.

70 min.
10 min.

1: Etating Goals and Objectives

2z Focusing Activity:, Your Election

3: School Board Representation
4: Assessing Your Style of Representation
5: School Board Responsiveness
6: School Board Influence
7: Wrap up and Evaluation

3 hrs. 15 min.

Wn-kshop 2: The State Arena

10 min. 1: FOcusing Activity: Local control

15 min. 2: Local Control and Intergovernmental Relations

35 min. 3: Public Perceptions of Local Control

60 min. 4: Examining the Role of the State Education Agency

15 min. 5: Understanding State Education Legislative Leaders

45 min. 6: Legislators Evaluate Interest Group Activity

50 min. 7: Some Issues in Education Governance

25 min. 8: Resources for Political Involvement

30 min. 9: Communicating with Legislators

25 min. 10: Planning for Legislative Involvement

10 min. 11: Wrap up and Evaluation

5 hrs. 20 min.

Workshop 3: Coalitions for Public Schools

25 min. 1: Focusing on Coalitions

10 min. 2: Workshop Objectives and Agenda

60 min. 3: Why Build Coalitions?

45 min. 4: Identifying Coalition Potentials

15 min. 5: Wrap up and Evaluation

2 hrs. 35 min.

6



Becomin Familiar with the Materials

Reviewing Back round Pa ers: As part of your planning for a workshop, set

aside some time to read the background materials in Section 5. There, you

will find the following papers:

'Building Bridges: The Political Roles of School Board Members, a

concept paper

'Toward New Coalitions for Public Education'

The Politics of Boardsmanship: A Panel Discussion

How Can Associations be Effective in a Pluralistic Society

These papers serve to give you background in the workshop topics. They

contain information you will need to present the workshops and to respond

to questions about the topics.

The papers summarize relevant research, explain in greater cletail the

concepts and ideas involved in the workshop, and develop a perspective or

framework for the topic.

Reviewing Workshop Procedures

This step in preparing for a workshop will lead you directly to

Section 3 for a detailed review of workshop procedures.

In Section 3, you will find the procedures for Workshop 1 (pages 12-20),

for Workshop 2 (paces 21-37), and for Workshop 3 (pages 38-44).

As you review the workshop procedures, you may wish to underline various

points you will want to emphasize.

4

Also, you will find it helpful .o identify the related resource material

for each activity, and to become familiar with the participant materials

related to each activity.

You will note that each workshop activity is introduced by name, and is

followea-by a Leader Focus,..3 statemen,t of the purpose or objective of the

activity. In the left hand column are estimated time requirements for
each activity, and for parts of the activity. In the right hand column,

resources and references related to the activty or procedure are

identified. The bulleted items (o) are the specific steps the leader

takes in presenting the workshop. These include instructions to
participants, lecturettes, and other procedures. At the end of some
activities, Helpful Hint6\are provided in order to share some of the
experiences which the developers have had at that point in the workshop.

The following example illustrates the organization of information in

Section 3.

7



TIME

Total
Time:
20 min.

EXAMPLE

MATERIALS

Aceivity 3: School Board Representation

Leader Focus: This activity will help participants
develoP an understanding of representation a_a_a...1.

basic political responsibility of school bOrd
members and of alternative ways of carrying it out.

o Procedures (Directions to participants,
Lecturettes, etc.)

Helpful Hint: Keep the'activity moving

rapidly. Don't allow participants to slow it
down by too much discussion.

Transparency
References &
Participant
Material
References

You will note that each actiyity is "framed" between solid lines, to help

identify when activities end and begin.

Reviewing the Participant Booklet

Participant booklets for each of the workshops kr.p, found in Section 6 of

the manual.

You will want to become thoroughly familiar with the participant booklets
for the Building Bridges workshop you plan to present. In particular, you

should get clearly in mind the participant worksheets and Idea Papers as
they are referred to in Section 3 of the manual.

The booklets (a separate one for each workshop) are designed to provide
participants with instructions and worksheets for activities, and with
summaries of information provided in the workshop. The Idea Papers should

not be read during the workshop. Rather, they are "take home" materials.

Participants should not need to take extensive notes during these
workshops. This distracts from their attention.

Each page in the participant booklet is keyed to an activity or procedure
described in Section 3, "Materials" column.

Finally, each booklet contains a tear-out workshop evaluation form as the

final page. You will find more information about this in Section 4.



Physical Arrangements for the Workshop

You should give some thought to this issue as you plan your workshop.

Don't neglect to identify the most strategic position for yourself in the

room. You should be the focus of attation, easily visible by all
participants, and within comfortable y.o.i.ce range for all. You should be

within easy reach of the overhead pr.6jector.

Since the workshop requires a high level of individual, small group, and
large group participation, it works best when participants are seated in

groups of five to seven around round tables.

This arrangement gives the workshop leader and the participants the
greatest amount of flexibility in moving from one kind of activity to

another.

This arrangement also allows you to circulate among tables and
participants, answer individual questions, and leep the groups on task.

You will also need to plan for easo of viewing the overhead transparercies

used throughout the workshop. Whel.her you use a screen or a blank wall

for showing the transparencies, all participants should be able to see

them easily from their vantage point in the room without shifting their

positions greatly.

Grouping the Participants

Give some thought to this issue. Typically, two kinds of groupings 1

participants are possible in a workshop.

o Stranger groups, made up of individuals who do not know one another

well; For example, school board members from different school

districts probably do not know one another well.

o Home groups, made up of people who are quite familiar with one

another, because they work together, or socialize often. School

board members from the same district are an example.

Stranger groups are created simply by directing participants to sit with

people from other districts as they enter the room. There are advantages

to establishing such groupings, including:

A sharing of a variety of experiences, ideas, and perepectives

o Development of a broader perspective about problems, issues and
solutions

o Am avoidance of tensions, problems, and differences which may be

present in a home group



In establishing stranger groups, care should be taken to allow individuals
to get aoguainted with one another early in the workshop. You might ask

people at each table to introduce themselves, and give some information
about their district, their schools, or other matter.

Another alternative is to establish home groups for the workshop. Home

groups have several advantages, too:

o They may make direct use of the workshop to develop plans or ideas
they want to put to use.

o Since they are already familiar with one another, they need no time
to get acquainted.

o

0

They have established patterns of discussion and interaction.

Your use of home or stranger grOups will depend on your overall
objectives, and upon what you know about the workshop participants.

In either case, you should plan to monitor the group progress regularly
during the workshop to ensure full participation and task related

behavior. If, by chance, the seating does not lend itself to small group
arrangements, ask participants to interact with one or two neighbors when

the activity calls for discussion or sharing.

Task Orientation and Participant Accountability

The use of numor throughout a workshop helps lighten the mood and provides for
needed relief from hard work. Use it, but use it judiciously.

Participants like a businesslike attitude from the workshop leader. Moreover,

you will have to maintain a task focus for the workshops in order to complete

them, since they are tightly sequenced. Participants sometimes will want to

pursue a line of discussion or questioning, or to continue small group

discussions beyond the time allowed. You must control the time carefully and

tactfully, bringing the workshop back in focus. You can help ensure small

group accountability by asking each to select a discussion leader and reporter

for group tasks.

Preparation of Workshop Materials

As part of your planning for a workshop, you will need to be certain that you
have enough booklets for all participants.

In addition, it is helpful to organize your own materials (notes,
transparencies, workshop procedures) in the seguence you plan to follow.

Equipment

These workshops require the use of an overhead projector and screen (or blank

wall) for projection. Check the projector in advance to ensure that it is in

good operating order. It is a good idea to have a spare projector bulb close

at hand in case of malfunction. On occasion, you may need to use a

microphone. A portable, clipon type is suggested, since this allows you to

move about.



Transparencies for The Building Bridges Workshop

In preparing for workshop presentations, review and put in order the

appropriate transparencies. Listed by workshop unit, these are:

Workshop 1

Number Title

BB 1

BB 2
BB 3
BB 4
BB 5

BB 6
BB 7

BB 8
BB 9

BB 10
BB 11

BB 12
BB 13

Workshop 2 BB 14

BB 4
BB 15
BB 16

BB 17

BB 18

BB 19
BB 20

BB 21

BB 22

Public Expectations
Political Issues in Campaigns
Politics, A Definition
Politics, Gallup Poll Information
TWoWay Representation
Public Evaluation of School Board Repr'esentation
Political Syles in Representation
Styles of Representation Graph
Delegate or Trustee
Is Our Board Responsive
Who Influences Our Board
Views and Opinions Which Have Influence
Influence, Gallup Poll Information

Who.Should Decide What is Taught, Gallup Poll

Information
Politics, A Definition
State and Federal Regulations
Local Responsibility for Educai-ion, Gallup Poll

Information
Public Confidence in American Institutions, Gallup
Poll Information
Role and Authority of the State Education Agency
Characteristics of state Legislative Leadership
Information Sources for Legislative Leaders
Relationships with Legislative Education Leaders,
State Level
Relationships with Legislative Education Leaders,
Local Level

BR 23 Policy Making Responsibility

BB 24 Local Control of Schools

BB 25 Need for School Changes
BB 26 Educator Accountability

BB 27 Legislators' Perceptions of Interest Group
Effectiveness

BB 28 Resources for Legislative Impact
BB 29 Communicating with Legislators

Workshop 3 BB 30 Coalitions

BB 31 Political Climate for Education

' 11 -
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SECTION 3: PRESENTING THE WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP 1

STRENGTHENING RELATIONS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Zo the Leader: This unit of Building Bridges focuses upon the political roles
of school board members in the local school district and community. Included

in this unit are information and activities designed to helb workshop

participants explore and examine the politic-al dimensions of their roles.

Included in this unit are the following:

o A focusing activity designed to bring participants' attention to the

topic

o A list of community expectations for school board members

o An assessment activity designed to determine individuals' styles of

representation

o An explanation of two styles of representation

o Gallup Poll information regarding community evaluation of school

board representation

o A list of action ideas for increasing school board representation and

responsiveness, or for building bridges at the local level

The workshop plan or design is outlined below, along with estimated times and

resources needed for each activity. Study it carefully before attempting to

present the workshop. You will find additional background reading in

Section 5 of this manual. Also review the participant materials for the

workshop, found in Section 6 of the manual.

WORKSHOP PROCEDURES
Total Workshop
Time: 3 Hours, 15 min.

TIME MATERIALS

Total Activity 1: Stating Goals and Objectives

Time:
5 min.

Leader Focus: Participants should be made aware of
the goals and objectives of the workshop as part of

the preliminary activities.

o State and post the overall workshop goals and Newsprint,

the objecti.ves for this section. Goals and
Objectives

The overall goal of the Building Bridges
workshop is t-O increaSe- participants'
understanding of and skills in the
political dimensions of boardsmanship.

I 12
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o Thrs section of the workshop focuses on
the local level. Objectives include:

MATERIALS

To clarify community expectations for
school board reptesentation

To develop an understanding of one's
own style of reprezentation

-- To understand alternative styles of
representation

To understand school board
responsiveness, and ways a board can
be responsive

-- To apply workshop concepts in solving
several typical school board problems

Total Activity 2: Focusing Activity: Your Election

Time:
20 min.

Leader Focus: This activity serves to draw
participants' attention to the topic by engaging
them in a discussion of why they were elected.

2 min. o Ask participants to answer two questions on Worksheet 1

Worksheet 1. Elections

-- Why did you stand for election?

-- Why did the voters elect you?

2 min. o Ask participants on a volunteer basis to give

their answers to the questions.

5 min. o Using the transparency, summarize the points Trans BB 1

about expectations of the public for school Public's

board members. Make the following points: Expectations

- - Promote public interest
- - Uphold community values
-- Listen to grievances

-- Supervise professionals
- - Conserve resources

Promote rights and interests
Improve educational programs

13
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TIME MATERIALS

5 min. o Using the transparency,.summarize the following Trans. BB 2

points gbout important issues as school board Political

members stand for election: Issues in
Board Member

School taxes Campaigns
..

Rising costs
Instructional program
Superintendent's performance
Student discipline

3 min. o Point out that many decisions school boards Trans. BB 3

must make are political decisions, or are made Politics,

in a political environment. Share the Definition

definition of politics.

"Politics is the :ompetition surrounding the
definition and control of policy."

."Politics determines who gets what, when,
and how.",

2 min. o Acknowledge that many &tool board membera find Tran3. BB 4

it difficult to view themselves as.politicians. Politics

Using the transparency, illustrate that the
public recognizes the political involvement of

, school boards.

1 min. o Suggest that as locally elected policy makers,
board members are their districts' key
politicians and statesmen.

o Point out that in the following parts of the
workshop, board members' political noles and
responsibilities will be reviewed and analyzed.

Total Activity 3: School Board Representation

Ttne:

20 min.
Leader Focus: This activity will help participants
develop an understanding of representation as a

basic political responsibility of school board
members and of alternative ways of carrying it out.

3 min. o Point out that in the prior (Focusing)
activity, it was clear that community members
have expectations for representation by the
school board.

2 min. o Explain that in this activity, the basic school
board political responsibility of representa
tion will be examined in more detail.



TIME MATERIALS

5 min. 0 Using the transpareppy, exRlain that school Trans. BB 5

boards occupy a unTque position in the school Two-Way

system, linking the community and the Representa-

professional staff. School boards therefore 'tion

have a dual or two-way responsibility for
representation.

- - Representing the community to the
professional educators

- - Representing the schools to the community

5 mi o Using the transparency, show how the Trans. BB 6 4

representation by school boards was evaluated Gallup Poll

by a cross section of adults in 1974. Data on
School Board
Representa-
tion

5 min. o Using the transparency, introduce the range Trans. BB 7

of styles of representation, from "trustee" Political

to "delegate. Styles

Total Activity 4: Assessing Your Style of Representation

Time:
35 min.

Leader Focus: As a result of this activity,
participants will understand their own predominant
style of representation, its advantages and
disadvantages, and will be able to compare their
styleg-to those of board members nationally.

2 min. o Introduce the "Styles of Representation
Assessment" activity as a way participants can
better understand their own approach.

10 min. o Refer to the assessment activity in the

participant booklet. Ask participants to

complete the questionnaire, Worksheet 2. GiJe

the following instructions:

Worksheet 2

- - For each pair of statements, choose either
A or B, depending upon which you think
best describes your attitude or behavior.

On the scoring sheet, Worksheet 3, record Worksheet 3

the responses from the questionnaire.

Add the number of circled items in each
column and record the number.

(15



TIME MATERIALS

3 min. o Ask participants to complete the graph on Worksheet 3

Worksheet 3, using their scores from the Graph

questionnaire.

5 min. o Using the transparency, show some of the Trans. BB 8

variations in graphs and the interpretations Styles of

of them. For example: Representa-
tion

A graph with a 45 degree line represents
"balanced representation."

Graphs may be skewed toward the "delegate"
or "trustee" axis, indicating preferences
for those styles.

Graphs which are "flat' against either
axis may mean that the individual needs to

have a look at representation.

5 min. o Refer the participants to the interpretive Participant

information in their booAlet, Idea Paper 2. Idea Paper 2

Make the following points:

Neither style is "better" than the other.

An ability to choose the approach
depending on the circumstances is a
healthy capacity.

"Balanced representation" is the best

Npproach because it recognizes differences

in situations.

5 min. o Using the transparency, show participants that Trans. BB 9

most school board members strongly prefer the Delegate or

trUstee style of representation. Trustee?

5 min. o Summarize this activity by quickly reviewing
the major ideas of this section. Use the
transparencies to review:

-_

Representation as a basic political
responsibility

Two-way representation Trans. BB 5

Gallup Poll aata on school board Trans. BB 6

representation

lie
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Total
Time:
35 min.

Political styles

Delegate or Trustee

Styles of representation

Activity 5: School Board Responsiveness

Leader Focus: Through this activity, participants
will understand ways in which school boards can be

MATERIALS

Trans. BB 7

Trans. BB 9

Trans. BB 8

2 min.

3 min.

responsive
review
responsiveness.

o

o

to their constituencies. They will also
evaluation information regarding school board

Introduce the idea of responsiveness as a

Worksheet 4

second basic political responsibility.

Ask participants to complete the sentence,
'A school board is responsive to its community
if. . ., from Worksheet 4 in their booklets.

5 min. o Ask participants to discuss their answers in
their work groups.

5 min. 0

o

Ask three or four volunteers to share their
answers in the total group.

Quickly summarize points made by volunteers.

10 min. o Using the transparency, review the kinds of
board responsiveness and the evaluation
information about them.

Trans. BB 10
Is Our
Board
Responsive?

-
- -

Policy responsiveness
Service responsiveness
public goals responsiveness
Symbolic responsiveness
Receptivity to influence

2 min. o Relate these ideas to those suggested by
participants in the earlier part of this
activity.

Point out Idea Paper 3, "A Summary of the Ideas

on Responsiveness."

17
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Idea Paper 3
Responsive-
ness



TIME

5 mi, o Ask participants to suggest examples of each

kind of responsiveness".
,

3 min. o Summarize the major points in the activity.

Underscore the,idea that responsiveness'is a
basic,school board political responsibility.

MATERIALS

Total Activity 6: School Board Influence

Time:
70 min.
2 min, o Introduce the activity by pointing out that

being receptive to influence is another school
board political responsibility.

.P

10 min. o Ask participants to respond to the question on Worksheet 5

influence, Worksheet 5 in their booklets. Who
Influences
Our Board?

5 min. o Using the transparency, tally the responses to , Trans. BB 11

, the question by asking participants to raise Who

their hands If they marked: Influences
Our Board?

Teachers
-- Parents

Administrators
- - Local government

- - State Overnment
- - Local political parties

- - Politically powerful groups

-- Students

- - Others

5 min. o Using the transparency, compare the national Trans. BB 12

Gallup Poll responses to those of the Views and

participants. Opinions

5 min. o Note and discuss any discrepancies between

participant responses and poll data.

5 min. 0 Focus attention on the most dramatic of the

discrepancies. Ask participants to giv their

own explanations of these discrepancies.

8 min. o Ask participants to again look at Worksheet 5. Worksheet 5

This time they should circle the groups which

they think should have more influence upon the
school board.

18
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:10 min. 0 Direct work groups to identify a discussion
leader and proceed to share and discuss their
results.

, 5 min. o Ask discussion leaders to give group reports.

5 min. o 'Using the transparency, show Gallup Poll data Trans. BB 13

on influence. Make the following points: Influence

Even though nearly half (46%) of the
adults respond that no group had more
influence than it should have, a sizable
number of people (34%) had no opinion.

Of those who answered yes (20%i, some
identified the school board as having too
much influence!

3 min. o Ask for comments or discussion of this data.

5 min. o Summarize the activity by reviewing the major

ideas dfscussed. Use the transparencies to
,review:

Politics as competition to control'policy Trans. BB 3

-- Who influences our board

Views and opinions which have influence

"Influence,* Gallui) Poll result%

2 min. o Conclude the activity by restating that
receptivity to influence is a basic political
responsibility of elected public officials.

Trans. BB 11

Trans. BB 12'

Trans. BB 13

o Refer to Idea Paper 4, "Authority and Power,* Idea Pape; 4

for a summary of these ideas.' Authority
and Power

Local controlof education is eRhanced
through local influence of the school
board..



TIME

/
Total Activity 7: Workshop Wrap-up and Evaluation

'Time:
10 min.

MATERIALS

Leader Focus: Should you choose to conclude the
workshop at this point, it is important to provide
participants with ,n1 overall summary of the

proceedings. Also, participants will now have the
opportunity to evaluate the workshop presentation.

o On Wcrksheet 6, ask participants to record
any new ideas they have received from the
v7orkshpp on thespolitical roles of school
boaxds.

Summarize the workshop proceedings.

Worksheet 6

.Ask participants to complete and hand in the Workshop'

evaluation forms.' Evaluation

a
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SECTION 3:' PRESENTING THE WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP 2

4 STRENGTHENING RELATIONS AT THE STATE LEVEL

A

To The Leader: This unit of Building Bridges focuses upop the political roles
of school boards at the state level. Included in the unit are information and
activities'designed to help develop participants' understanding of the
legislative process and their roles in it.

Included in the unit are the following:

o A focusing activity, designed to bring participants' attention to the
topic

o Information about the rele and authority of the state education agency

o Information about state legislative education leadership

o Information about interest groups and their influence upon legislators

o Information about legislators' attitudes towards educators and
educational issues

The workshop plan or design is outlined below, along with estimated times and
resources needed for each activity. Study it carefully before attempting to
present the workshop. You will find additional background reading in
Section 5 of this manual.

Total Workshop
Time: 5 hours, 20 min.

TIME

Total
Time:
10 min.

WORKSHOP PROCEDURES

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Focusing Activity: Local Control

Leader Focus: Participants may be thinking about
earlier workshop activities or other concerns at .

this point. The focusing activity helps them make a
transition from these to the themes of this
workshop. Also, an expectation for active
participation is developed early in the workshop.

2 min. 0 Ask participants to quickly respond to the
the questions in their booklets:



TIME MATERIALS

-- 1. What does local control of schools Worksheet.1
mean to you?

2. What are some of the most important

areas for local control, (prOgrams,
teacher selection and performance,
finance, etc.)?

3 min. o Ask participants to share their answers to the
ts. Auestions with other members of their small

groups.

5 min. o Ask several volunteers to share their answers
with the total group.

Quickly summarize the ideas from the activiy.

Total Activity 2: Local Control and Intergovernmental
Time: Relations
15 min.

Leader Focus: In this activity, paiticipants will
become aware of recent trends in federal/state/local
roles in education.

3 min. o Point out that, 04 the basis of the Tenth

Amendment of the United States Constiyition,
education is a state responsibility.

2 min. o Emphasize that the "New Federalis " seems to
once again take the view that education is a
state responsibility. The federal government
is 'returning" responsibility for educational

programs to states.

2 min. o Emphasize that school boards, representing
local governance of school districts, serve by
the authorization of and at the pleasure of
state legislatures.

3 min. o Point out that local control of schools, while

a cherished tradition, is now more complex
since:

-- State governments are assuming more
responsibility for education (funding and
programs).

-- Other governments and courts have recently
become involved in education concerns and
issues.

(Give examples from your own state.)

(;,22 0
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TIME MATERIALS

2 min. o Emphasize that the current reality, and an
expected trend for the future, is one of
'intergovernmental control" of public schools.

3 min. o Using the transparency, develop the defiriition Trans.-BB 4
of politics. Emphasize that many of the Politics

solutions to problems and issues in education-
are political/policy solutions, and point out
that school boards have an important political
role to play At- the state level.

Total Activity 3: Public Perceptions of Local Control
Time
35 min.

Leader Focus: This activity will help participants
understand the public attitudes toward local control
and state/federal involvement in public education.

4 min. o Ask participants to answer the three questions Participant

on Worksheet 2. Booklet
Worksheet 2

1, Wbat level of government should determine

the curriculum of our schools?

2. Do you think that state and federal
regulations are more likely to help or
hinder public education here? Why?

3-,--_ In the years ahead, would you like to see
the local school board have greater
responsibility for running the schools, or
less, than they do today?

3 min. o Ask participants tONrespond to the first
question by raising their hands as you read
each possible answer.

2 min. o Use the transparency to demonstrate the public Trans. BB 14

response to the Gallup Poll questions. Who Should
Decide...

,

3 min. o Ask for any comment or discussion of the
information.

\

4 min. o Ask participants to raise their hands according
to their responses to question 2.



TIME MATERIALS

Quickly state the approximate percentages for
each response:

A. Help

B. Hinder

C. No-Difference

D. Don't Know

3 min. o Using the transparency, show the Gallup Poll
results to the question. Compare and discuss
the data and reasons given.

4 min: o Ask participants to rais
to their responses to quest
summarize the approximate p
response.

their hands according
on 3. Quickly
rcentages for each

A. Greater Responsibility

B. Less Responsibility

C. About the Same

D. Don't Know

3 min. o Using the transparency, show the results of
the Gallup Poll in answer to the question.
Compare and discuss the information. Again,
point out the support for local control.

4 mi o Using the transparency, show the Gallup Poll
results about public confidence in\American
institutions. Make the following points:

- - Confidence in public schools, while
declining over the past ten years, is
second only to that in churches.

- - People seem to have greatest confidence in
institutions closest to 'home" because
they feel they can have access to them.

- - Public confidence in schools is a highly
political issue because it affects local
support for schools, and U affects
legislators' perceptions of problems and
solutions.

124

Trans. BB 15
State and
Federal
Regulations

Trans. BB 16
Local Re-
sponsibility

Trans. BB 17
Public
Confidence



TIME MATERIALS

- - The poll data would indicate that public
confidence will decline if state control
increases.

3,min. o Ask participants to offer other comments about
the data.

2 min. o Conclude the activity by reviewing the Gallup
Poll transparencies, emphasizing several points:

-- The data point to strong popular support
of local control of schools.

-- The data point to significant popular
distrust of state/federal regulation and
control.

-- The data indicate an important political
force whith might be mobilized in support
of schools and local control.

The information is an important tool for
school board members in their
communications with legislators.

Trans. BB 15
Trans. BB 16

Trans. BB 17

o Point out poll summaries in participant booklet Idea Paper 1

for later reference. Public
Perceptions

Total Activity 4: Examining the Role of the State
Time: Education Agency in Our State
60 min.

Leader Focus: Through this activity, participants
will understand the role and authority of the State
Education Agency (SEA) in their state. Through an
assessment activity, they will determine areas of
SEA authority of particular interest and identify
ways of communicating with the SEA.

2 min. o Introduce the activity by outlining purposes
and procedures. N,

2 min. o Point out that constitutionally, public
education is a state responsibility and that
legislatures have traditionally delegated much
authority to local school boards.



TIME

2 min. o Cite appropriate state statutes at this point.

MATERIALS

2 min. o Emphasize that in the past 10-15 years, state
legislatures have become increasingly involved
in education issues and concerns, such as
finance, accountability, collective bargaining
and others.

2 min. o Again, point out specific examples in your
state.

3 min. o Point out that the legislature typically makes
the State Education Agency (state board, chief

state school officer, and state department of
education) responsible for implementing new
legislation and federal programs.

The SEA carries out its responsibility by
promulgating regulations, specifications
on how legislation will be carried out.

-- As a result of this process, SEAs have
gained considerable authority for many
areas of education in the recent past.

2 min. o Emphasize that it is important for school board
members to understand the role and authority of
the SEA in their state and to find ways of
participating in the development of regulatioqs
issued by this agency.

5 min. o Ask participants working individually to
complete Worksheet 3, "Role and Authority of
the State Education Agency."

10 min. o Ask discussion leaders at each table to
summarize the ratings for each group and

,

prepare a short report.

Worksheet 3

5 min. o Record the group report results on the Trans. BB 18
transparency.

2 min. o Point out areas of greatest discrepancy in the
..,ratings.

,

10 min. o Ask groups to discuss the question, 'How can
school boards act to reduce the gap in the
ratings?"

2.
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10 min. o Ask for summary reports from discussion
leaders. Record key ideas on blackboard,
newsprint, or transparency.

3 min. o Review and summarize the activity, pointing out
important issues and ideas.

Total Activity 5: Understanding State Education
Time Legislative Leaders
15 min.

Leader Focus: In this activity, participants will
understand some of the important characteristics of
state education legislative leaders.

2 min. o Introduce the activity by pointing out that

, getting to know state education legislators is
a prerequisite to effective legislative
involvement.

3 min. o Using the transparency, make the following Trans. BB 19

points. State education legislative leaders: State Educ.
Legislative
Leaders

Are thoroughly experienced in education
and in politics

-- Have had a long-term involvement in
education

-- Have seniority in state legislatures

Are highly committed to public education

Serve on both money and policy committees

-- Give equal attention to finance and policy

-- Get most of their information from state
department of education

-_

Have connections with groups and
organizations within and.outside of state

Are increasingly involved in managing
conflict over money and control issues

Rely greatly on own staff people

s ,27 0
`.) --)
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TIME

2 min. o Qualify this presentation by stating that these
characteristics may be different in your
state. Add any information about your states'
legislative leaders now.

5 min. o Point out that while education is currently
well represented in state legislatures, changes
are likely to take place in the near future.
This is true because education is a less
appealing issue than it once was, since:

-- Budgets are tight.

There is increasing competition for public
sector resources.

Enrollments are declining.

-- There is much infighting within education
family.

-- Public confidence has slipped.

2 min. o Emphasize that state education legislative
leadership bears watching as these changes
begin to have their impact.

1 min. o Conclude the activity by pointing out that one
important area for school board member
involvement is in the elections of state
legislators who are concerned about education.

Total Activity 6: Legislators Evaluate Interest Group

Time Activity
45 min.

Leader Focus: In this activity, participants will
review information about interest group activity in
influencing legislators. They will identify two
major strategies for influencing legislators.

,

2 min. o Introduce the activity by pointing out that
legislators identify the education lobby as one

of the strongest in the state. In some, it's

the most powerful. In others, it's among the
most powerful.

28



TIME MATERILLS

4 min. o Using the transparency, outline the sources of
information for legislative leaders and state
board members. Make the following points:

- -

The data indicate most frequently used
sources, not importance placed upon them.

Legislators are not dependent on their
information. Legislatures have
capabilities to carry out their own
analysis of information.

2 min. o Ask for questions and comments on the data.

5 min. o Using the transparency, show how legislators

evaluate the effectiveness of statewide
interest groups. Make the following points:

Two major strategies,are evaluated:
information and direct contact.

The state department of education is rated
as having the most overall effectiveness.

Teacher organizations are more effective
in the contacting strategy than in the
information strategy.

School boards associations' information
and contact strategies seem to be about
equally effective.

2 min. o Ask for comment and discussion of the data.

5 min. o Using the transparency, show the data'from
the local level. Point out the following:

-- Only the effectiveness of the contacting
strategy is shown.

School board members are rated fourth in
effectiveness in using contacting as a
strategy.

2 min. o Ask for comment and discussion of the data.

29 34

Trans. BB 20
Information
Sources

Trans. BB 21

Relation-
ships:

State Level

Trans. BB 22
Relation-
ships:
Local Level
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5 mi o Ask inaividual participants to respond to the Worksheet 4
questions on Worksheet 4:

1. How can school board members increase
their effectiveness in working with
legislators?

2. In order to be more effective, what
additional information do school board
members need?

10 min. 0 Ask participants to share and discuss their
ideas at the work tables. Ask each table group
to identify a discussion leader who will give a
short report of the group's ideas.

5 min. o Ask for short summary reports from each
discussion leader. Record ideas on newsprint
or blackboard.

3 min. o Conclude the activity by reviewing the
information given on transparencies and in
discussion.

Point out Idea Paper 2 in participant booklet Idea Paper 2
for later reference. Credibility

Total Activity 7: Some Issues in Education Governance
Time
50 min.

Leader Focus: In this actiyity, participants will
formulate their positions on nine policy issues in
education governance. As a result of comparing
their positions with those of legislators,
participants will begin formulating responses and
strategies for communicating with legislators.

5 min. o Introduce the activity by outlining four basic
policy issues wUch legislators are concerned
with in public education. These are:

Policy making responsibility and roles--
What roles should legislature, state board
and local educators play?



tfr

TIME MATERIALS

5 Min.

-- ,Local control of schools-
I-stitts a- -vi-ab-le principle?

Need for change in schools--
How can change be stimulated?

_ Educator accountability--

How can legislature be assured that the
best use is being made of public revenues?

o Ask participants to respond to the questionnaire
on Worksheet 5. Instruct them to work
individually.

3 min. o Ask each group to identify a discussion
, leader. Instruct the discussion leader to
"quickly tally the responses to the
questionnaire within the group.

3 min. o Using the transparencies, tally the workshop
participants' responses to the questionnaire
by asking each discussion leader to give a
group report.

Helpful Hint: While completing the parti
cipant tally, do not reveal the legislators'
or state board members' responses to the
questions.

5 min. o Quickly report the legislators' and state board
members' responses to the questions. Point out
areas of similarity and discrepancy between
these responses and participants' responses.

3 min. o Focusing on the areas of greatest discrepancy,
point out that these are areas in which school
board members need to develop communication
with legislators.

3 min. o Assign each area of discrepancy to a group for
further analysis. Refer participants to
Workheet 5 to guide their work.

15 min. o Ask the disalssion leader to lead the group
in developing a position on the issue.

4%

Worksheet 5
Nine Policy
Issues...

Trans. BB 23
Trans. BB 24
Trans. BB 25
Trans. BB 26
Felt tip pen

Trans. BB 23
Policy Mkg.
Trans. BB 24
Lcc. Control
Trans. BB 25
Need for Ch.

Trans. BB 26
Educ. Acct.

Worksheet 6
Participant
Booklet



TIME MATERIALS

5 pin. Ask discussion leaders to report the group
position on the issue and any strategies
identified by the group to ccmmunicate with
legislators.

o Ask for other comments after each grov report.

3 min. o Cohclude the activity by reviewing the major
areas of discrepancy and discussion. ,

Total Activity 8: Resources for Political Involvement
Time
25 min.

Leader Focus: This activity will engage partici-
pants in analyzing the resources available to them
(and other interest groups) for political
involvement.

2 min. o . Introduce the.activity by asking participants
the question:

'What strengths or advantages do school
board members have in their communications
with legislators?'

5 mm. 0 Ask participants to respond to the question.
.Paraphrase and summarize their responses.

5 min. o Using the transparency, show and discuss the Trans. BB 27
, data on legislative effectiveness of Legislative

interest groups. Make the following points: Effective-'
ness

Teacher organizations have the most
numbers, money and staff.

School board organizations have fewer
numbers, money and staff.

School board organizations are second in
effectiveness to tegcher organizations,
and in many states, are equal in
effectiveness to teacher organizations.

School board organizations are more
efficient in the legislative process than
other organizations. They are rated as
being highly effective despite using fewer
resources (less money, fewer numbers and
fewer staff).

3 2!
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5 min. o Using the transparency, point out that Trans. BB 28

resources fot Idgigrative involvement include: Resources

Money

- - Numbers (membership)

Staff

Credibility.

3 min. o Emphasize that school.board members'
credibility is ertremely high wilth.legislators, ,

because school board members:- s

.

5 min.

-- Are elected bfficrls

RepreSent constituendies

-- Han connections".wIth,business and c.ivic
organizations!

4
4 **N

.o Conclude the acti;iity by reviewing the key
ideas, and. by tpremphasizing credibility as an
important and,Odevitilized resource,of school
boatd memberslin legislative involvemeht.

Total

Time
30 min.

Activity 9: Communicating with Legislators

Leader Focus: In this activity, participants will
examine some,of their own attitudes towards
legislative involvement and review some effective
techniques incommunicating with legislators.

5 jnih. o Begin the activity by asking participants to
respond to the items in the true/false quiz

Worksheet 7

Legislative
.on Worksheet 7. Involvement

5 min. o Poll the workshop group for responses to each
item. Ask for explanations of participants'
answers.

5 min. o Give particular attention to items for which
there is disagreement among participant
responses. Ask for explanations of differing
points of view.

33 36
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5 min. o Share the 'suggested responses" to the quiz and
the rationales for them.- Be prepared to

discuss these. Do not present these as 'right

answers." The suggested responses are:

1. False.. During the legislative session,
legislators are overloaded with piessures
from many sources. The off-season is the

best time to get the legislator's
attention. The Period prior to primary
elections is also an excellent time t.0
make views known.

2. True. However, school board meMbers
should not expect too much from these few
people. Bpard members can find additional
ways to complement these proposals to
legislators at home by explaining how they
affect the local school district.

3. False. While professional staff play
practical, day-to-day roles during
legislativeisession, board members should
comMunicate'with legislators too.
Legislatots usually listen carefully to
communications from constituents.

4. False. Money helps, but one strength
often.overlooked by board members is the
fact that legslators value the views of
other elected officials, e.g., school
board members--so tell them:

5. False. State legislatures are
increasingly enacting.laws that have
impact upon all aspects of local

education. Local school boards are
responsible for compliance with these.
Your voice helping to formulate them-will
make them more acceptable at home.

6. False. While board members cannot be
expected to spend a great deal of time in
the state capitol, the best opportunities
for effective communication with
legislators are in the home c.ommunity
during the interim between legislative
sessions.

34
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7. False. Education is a state function as

well as a local one. While mixing
partisan politics with local education may
not be wise, schOol board members are
elected officials with both local and
state responsibilities.

8. True. There is strength in numbers.
Schoo., :)oard endorsements of legislative
resolutions show that more than one or two
people support them.

9. False. 'While More time and attention may
need to be given to the process Of
developing a legislative program, the
diversity of opinion of school board
members is k Strength. The legislature is
also a diverse group.,

5 min. o Using the transpatency, brieflpreview.the
points on effective personal communication
with legiilators:

Be flexible about'your,schedule

Be on time

-- Be prepared and cleat about- your objectives

. 1

-- Be brief ahd to the point

-- Choose a sirigle spokesman

-- Be informal, friendly

-- Acknowledge opposing sides in the issue

-- Summarize major points covered

-- Offer something of value (opportunity for
speaking, publications, etc.)

-- Follow up in writing

3 min. 0 Refer to and quickly review the ideas in Idea

Paper 3. .Saggest that participAnts share
these ideas with other board members at home.

2 mi o Conclude the activity with a brief summary of

the main ideas.

35. 4u

Trans. BB 29

Communicat-
ing with
Legislators

Idea Paper 3

Legislative
Involvement
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Total Activity 10: Planning for Legislative Involvement
Tine
25 min.

Leader Focus: In this activity, participants will
review a number of suggestions on ways to become
involved in the legislative process. The activity
is meant to stimulate and initiate planning for
involvement.

5 mi o Introduce the activity by reviewing the major
points about effective legislative involvement:

-- Strategies, including information and
direct contact

-- Timing, including elections, the interim
and legislative sessions

Capitalizing upon strengths, including
credibility of school board members

3 min. o Refer to and quickly review Idea Paper 4. Idea Paper 4
Action Ideas

10 min. o Ask participants, working in groups, to share
other ideas which have been effective or might
be effective in communicating with legislators.

'5 min. o Ask discussion leaders to give brief summary
reports of some of the ideas.

o Encourage participants to pursue planning
activities with board members, administrators
and community leaders at home.

2 min. o Conclude the activity by summarizing the major
ideas.

Total Activity 11: Workshop Wrap-up and Evaluation
Time:
10 min.

Leader Focus: In bringing the workshop to a close,
participants can benefit from a quick review of

objectives, proceedings and key discussions.
Participant evaluation provides important
information to the workshop leader.

36
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o Quickly review the workshop objedtives and
ag'enda.

o Provide a brief summary of important ideas and
discussions throughout the workshop.

o Ask participants to fill out and return the Workshop
workshop evaluation forms at the back of their Ealuation
booklets.

o Thank participants for their attention and
wor'k Release them.
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SECTIOk,3: PRESENTING THE WORKSHOP

NWORKSHOP 3

CCALITIONS Foft\puBLIC SCHOOLS

\
To the Leader: This unit of Building Bridges\focuses upon the roles school
board members can play in building coalitions yi4:,1 support of the public
schools. Included in this unit are information ap.d activities designed to
help participar's identify the need for coalitioni;\advantages and
4isadvantages of coalition membership, and specific "eys to take in
initiating coalition building with other groups and organizations.

o A focusing activity to bring participants' attention tO,the topic

o definition of coalitions

This unit includes the following activities:

\
An analysis of advantages and disadvantages of coalition membesOhip

o An identification of forces helping and hindering-school b
coalition-building activity

ard

o A list of possible coalition-building steps and activities at the
local level

The workshop plan or design is outlined below, along with estimated times and
resources needed for each activity. Study it carefully before attempting to
present the workshop. You will find additional background reading in
Section 5 of this manual. In particular, read and familiarize yourself with
Toward New Coalitions for Public Education.

WORKSHOP PROCEDURES
Total Workshop
Time: 2 hours, 35 min.

TIME
A

Total Activity_l: Focusing on Coalitions
Time:
25 min.

MATERIALS

Leader Focus: This activity will help participants
understand the scope and focus of this workshop and'
to make a transition from other concerns to the .

workshop topic.

5 min. o Ask participants to answer the following Work Sheet 1
questions in the participant booklet: Issues and

Potentials
-- What are the three greatest challenges

facing our school system now and in the
immediate future?

, 38 4
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In add tion to school board members, what
other g oups and individuals are
expressi g concern about these challenges
(for exam le, parents, teachers,
administra ors, county commissioners,
etc.)?

- - Are these gups and individuals now
meeting and v?rking together to address
the challenges?

o Appoint a reporter at each table and instruct
this person to prepare a brief report of the
work group progress.

1G min. o Ask participants to quickly share their answers
to the questions with other part.icipants at
their tables.

5 min. o Ask reporters to give brief reports from work
groups.

o On newsprint, blackboard, ar transparency, Newsprint,

record the main ideas from the reports, Blackboard,

using the headings: or

Transparency
- - Challenges

-- Groups and Individuals

- - Working Together

3 min. o Summarize the activity by pointing out that
participants have been analyzing the potentials

for coalitions for public education.

2 min. o Share the following definition of coalition and Trans. BB 30

relate it to the ideas from the work groups. Coalitions

\\\.
-- Coalition: a temporary alliance of

factions, parties or nations

N
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MATERIALS

Total Activity 2: Workshop Objectives and Agenda

Time:
10 min.

Leader Focus: This activity, building upon the
previous one, provides participants with information
about the specifies of the workshop--what it will
cover, its length, and the kinds of activities
involved. It helps participants develop realistic
expectations about the workshop.

5 min. o On newsprint, transparency, or verbally, Newsprint or

clearly state the morkshop objectives. These Transparency

include:

-- To understand why coalitions are needed in
public education

-- To understand the major advantages and
disadvantages of coalition activity

-- To identify issues and potential members
for coalition building

To identify and acknowledge some barriers
to coalition activity

To identify some specific actions and
steps which contribute to building
coalitions at the local level

2 min. o Describe the time frame and kinds of activities Newsprint

involved in the workshop. Use newsprint or
transparencies if possible.

3 min. o Ask for any comments or questions regarding the
objectives and agenda. Be prepared to respond
to suggestions for areas of emphasis, etc.

Total Activity 3: Why Build Coalitions?
Time:
60 min.

Leader Focus: The information in this activity
helps participants develop a perspective about
coalitions in the politics of education and a
rationale for engaging in coalition activities.
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TIME MATERIALS

5 min. o Introduce the activity by giving some
background on political coalitions in
education. Make the following points:

Coalitions among board members, teachers,
administrators and parents have been an

important source of support for schools in
the past.

This coalition has come under serious
stress over the past 20 years as a result
of labor/management issues.

As a result, legislators increasingly say
that since education interest groups are
often in opposition to one another, the
legislative process has become conflict-
ridden. This situation has several
disadvantages:

--- It puts legislators in a conflict
management role, mediating among
interest groups.

--- It puts legislators in the position
of taking sides.

--- It makes education less appealing as
an area of interest and commitment
for legislators.

5 min. o Using the transparency, develop a definition Trans. BB 30

of coalitions. Emphasize the following points: Coalitions

-- Coalitions are temporary.

They are issue-specific.

They may require sacrificing certain
positions for the sake of a larger
objective.

15 min. o Ask participants, working in groups, to discuss Worksheet 2
the questions on Worksheet 2 and develop a Goals and

report of their ideas. Barriers

5 min. 0 Ask discussion leaders to give group reports on
g als and barriers.
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TIME MATERIALS

5 min. o Summarize the group reports and add the
following ideas.

-- Barriers to coalitions will continue to be

labor management issues, such as:

--- Tenure

--- Probationary teachers

--- Personnel evaluation

5 min. o Emphasize that coalition building among boards,
teachers, administrators, parents, and business/
industry will continue to be hampered by these
issues, but that some lar§er, more important
goals in public education may now be at stake.

5 min. o Point out that some of the larger issues under
discussion currently are:

Level of state support for public schools

Tuition tax credit or voucher plans for
private schools

Add other ideas from your state situation

10 mi o Using the transparency, emphasize the following
characteristics of the "political climate" for
public schools:

-- Eroding political base because of,
declining enrollments--fewer than720
percent of the electorate have school-aged
children

Aging population

Centralization of decision making,
increasing state control

Decline in public confidence in schools

-
Declining enrollments in schools

Increasing competition for public sector
resources at state level

Declining political appeal of education

Trans. BB 31
Political
Climate



TIME MATERIALS

2 min. o Point out that in this political climate, -4°"-

coalitions among education interest groups will
be increasingly important.

o Add any information about the political climate
in your state.

2 min. o Refer participants to the idea paper on Idea Paper 1 .

coalitions. Coalitions

1 min. o Conclude the activity by reviewing the
major ideas.

Total
f

Time:
45 min.

Activity 4: Identifying Coalition Potentials

Leader Focus: This activity affords participants
the opportunity to think broadly about potentials
for coalitions with a number of groups concerned
with education.

2 min. o Introduce the activity by stating the purpose . Worksheet 3

and procedure. Refer to instructions on
Worksheet 3.

3 min. o Quickly review the elements of effective
coalition politics, including:

-- Mutual concerh for issues

Goals shared by all members

Agreements regarding working relationships

Possible sacrifice of self-interest, for

larger objective

10 min. o Ask participants to Complete Worksheet 3

. individually.

15 min. o Ask participants to share their responses to
Worksheet 3 in pairs or trios.

10 min. o Ask several volunteers to give a brief repoet
to include the following.

43,
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TIME \ MATERIALS

-- 'Which three cahdidates showed the greatest

promise for coalitions?

-- What were the key mutual interests and
concerns of these groups?

o Record key report ideas on blackboard,
newsprint or transparency.

3 min. o Ask for any further discussion or comment.

2 min, o Summarize the purpose, procedures and major
ideas from the activity.

o Refer participants to Idea Paper 2,
"Suggestions for Building Coalitions."

Idea Paper 2

Total Activity 5: Workshop Summary, Wrap-up and Evaluation
Time
15 min.

Leader Focus: Closure of the workshop is as
important as the opening. In this activity,
participants will review the workshop proceedings,
will make any final comments, ahd will evaluate the
workshop. They will then be free to leave.

5 min. o Using the objectives and the transparencies, Objectives
provide a concise summary of the workshop Trans. BB 30

proceedings. Be sure to acknowledge the Trans. BB 31

work and ideas of participants.

5 min. 0 Ask for any final questions or comments.

5 min. o Direct participants to complete and hand in Workshop
the workshop evaluation form at the end of Evaluation
the booklet.

o Compliment participants for their attention,
enthusiasm and hard work. Release them.

9
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SECTION 4: EVALUATING THE WORKSHCe

Evaluation of processes and materials has been a built-i,n feature of these
workshops during their development and testing phases. AS a workshop leader.,

you are encouraged to continue evaluating the workshop in order to find ways

to improve it or modify it for your purposes.

Testing

Initial testing, carried out by the developers, focused on issues of
,appropriateness and match. Here, participants were asked to comment on:

o Language used in presentations and materials

o Clarity of objectives for activities

o Relevance of the topic for school boards

o Receptivity of participants to presentation styles, activities and

materials

,

In later stages of development, other evaluation questions were asked of

participants. These questions sought to gain feedback to workshop leaders

about issues of:

o Adequacy of treatment of the topic

o Time allocations for various portions of the workshop

o Participants' ratings of the effectiveness of workshop leaders'
presentations and of workshop activities and materials

Why Evaluate?

Continuous participant feedback to you as you present the workshop can be

helpful in several ways:

o Personal growth and development. Whether you are new to workshop
presentations or a seasoned veteran, participant feedback can be
helpful in your personal and professional development. Participant
evaluation of your presentation style, of how helpful you were in
their learning, and of how you handle time and materials can be
invaluable to you as a source of growth.



o Adapting the workshop. Participant feedback can give you ideas and
suggestions which will be helpful to you in planning future
presentations of the workshop. Perhaps more time needs to be spent

in one area. Perhaps objectives need to be made clearer. Perhaps

participants grew too tired during a twohour evening presentaticm.
These participant perceptions and feelings will provide information
for yod to consider as you continuously adapt and modify the workshop

in successive presentations.

o Improving materials and activities. Participant feedback will give

you clues as to how to improve upon the basic workshop structure and
materials. Perhaps you will need td add more specific legal or
statutory information about your state. Perhaps you* will need to

provide a description of the legislative process in your state, or a
list of legislators and districts.

Again, participant feedback can be an important basis for decisions like these.

What to Evaluate

An adequate evaluation of a workshop proVides you, as worishop leader, the

kinds of information you need ,to determine how well the presentation achieved

your objectives. It also gips you an indication of how well, the presentation

met the needs and expectations of participants.

o Objectives--The objectives of the workshop are stated in terms of
knowledge/information which participants are expected to gain, skills
they are expected to develop, or attitudes they are expected to have

as a result of the experience.

Evaluation of objectives can involve questions of clarity (Are the
objectives clear to participants?), questions of appropriateness or
match (Do the objectives meet participants' needs and expectations?)
and questions of achievement (Do participants gain in information,
skills and attitudes?).

The first two kinds of questions are relatively easy to assess during

the workshop. The third, while very imporcant, is the most difficult
to assess.

o Presenter--The skills of the presenter in conductiny the workshop is

another area for.evaluation.

Questions in this area might focus on the presenter's delivery of
lecturettes, helpfulness in workshop activities, knowleage of the

subject and other concerns.
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o Workshop processes--These include the procedures and activities

designed to result in learning. Among the workshop processes are
lecturettes, small and large group discussions, quizzes and
questionnaires.

Evaluation of these processes involves questions regarding their
contribution to participants' understanding, learning and skill

development.

Questions for Evaluating This Workshop

The questions below are those included in the participant booklet for
evaluation of presentations of these workshops. They represent a
comprehensive and adequate set of workshop evaluation questions, speaking to
objectives, presenter and processes.
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Please answer the following questions frankly. Your responses will help to
improve the presentation of the workshop in the future.

1. My overall'rating of this workshop is:

1 2 3 4 5

Extellent Fair Poor

Comments:

2. The workshop,objectives, were:

1. Clear to me

2. Somewhat clear

3. A mystery to me

Comments:

3. ,What I' expected from the workshop, but did not get, was. .

4. A. The workshop leader(s)' knowledge of the topic was:

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent Fair Poor

Comments:

B. The workshop leader(s) ' presentation of the workshop (instructions,
clarity, etc.) was:

Comments:

1 2 3 4 5

Bxcellent Fair Poor
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C. The workshop leader(s) ' helpfulness to me and other participants was:

1 2 3 4 5
.,

Very Helpful Helpful-

Comments:

5. I learnel most from

Lecturettes given by the leader

Small group discussions

The reading material

Questions discussed in the group
,

Other activities

Not Helpful

,

6. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop was. . .

sts

,
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SECTION 5: RESMRCES

This section of the manual contains background materials for the workshop
leader to study before presenting the Building Bridges workshops. Included
here are the following papers:

o School Boards in the Politics of Education, 1932
by Keats GarMan.

This paper serves as a background resource to the workshops.

o Toward New Coalitions for Public Education, 1981
by Stephen K. Bailey
This paper is an excerpt from a longer article by Bailey and serve
as a resource for Workshop 3.

o The Politics of Boardsmanship, A Panel Discussion, :180
School board members, a superintendent and a legisla. discuss

whether and in what ways board members are politiciam. The paper
serves as a general resource for all three workshops.

o How Can Associations Be Effective in a Pluralistic Society, 1976
by C. Montgomery Johnson.
The paper deal.s with effective board leadership and is a resource for
all three workshops.
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SCHOOL BOARDS IN THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION

Keats Garman, Senior Program Associate
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Part I; Historical Background and Current Trends

in the Politics of Education

Introduction:

Intergovernmental relations. Lobbying. Special interest groups.

Constituencies. Even a cursory review of school board literature reveals that
these and other political terms have a currency and a sense of urgency about
them within the school board movement. The increasing use of these terms in
discussions among school board members, and within their state and national
associations, is a clear indication that public education has entered a
political era, perhaps unprecedented in its challenges and opportunities. At

stake in the politics of education of our time are such critical policy issues
as the continuation of local control of the schools, the roles the fedefal
government plays in public educati.on, the shape and form of influerce of state
legislatures and state departments of education, and the role of state and
federal courts.

It is the purpose of this paper to emphasize the political role of school
boards and their members, because the tradition of local control of schools is
best represented py them. And, in an era of increasing political activitY in
education, political,awareness and action by board members at f-he local, state
and national levels is imperative if local control is to survive as a viable

tradition. As pointed out by,scholars, in recent literature, and restated in
many ways by an increasing number of school board members, "...'The no
politics doctrine of schoolmen' is not only inconsistent with reality but also
self-defeating as an effective political strategy. Educators cannot be
isolated from the general political system for their internal cperations and
expect the political system to automatically provide them with the necessary

financial resources." (Kirst, pp 218)

School board members must join professional educators in shedding this "no
politics doctrine° and in forging new political strategis to secure the
policy decisions and resources needed to operate the schools and'promote local
control.of the public sdhools.

School Boards: A Brief Political History

A hundred Years ago, schools were substantialy controlled by local lay boards
and school*committees. Several significant ovements and trends have lel to

significant changes in this, and have contr uted to a different picture of
local _School governance.

0

o The rise of the superintendency led to negotiated compromise of board and
superintendent areas of responeibility. In effect, boards delegated 6

considerable authority for administering the schools to the superin-
tendent, while retaining the overall responsibility. This change grew out

a move to make the schools more efficient in the mid-1800s, culm-inating in

reforms in thesearly 1890s.
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\ The muniCipal reform:movement was also aimed at making local government,
\ more efficient and less vulnerable to corruption. For school boards, the

esults of this movement were to:

Reduce the size of school boards from 20 or more to the present 5-7
members

-- Ch nge the elections of school board members from a ward or district
hasi to an at-large basis

Remove chool board elections from partisan politics

Separate school board elections from municipal election times

o The school consol dation movement, another informal national policy
designed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of public schools,
resulted in further rosion of the political base of school boards.
Consider the followin figures (Guthrie, 1980).

In 1930, there were some 128,000 school districts in the United
States. Each distric had at least one school board. This meant
that there was a board ember for every 230 citizens.

In 1980, the number of sc ool districts had been reduced to some
16,000. This means that tliere is now a board member for every 3,500'
citizens.

o This erosion of the "representative ower" çf school boards has had the
following consequences.

More school decisions are now made y fewer people who are more
removed from the local electorate.

4

-- Many citizens who feel that they are not well represented have
prganized for greater citizen involvemen\in school decision making.

:...)

More school board elections are now contest d than formerly, where
there were more positions available.

\
In summ \ary, the full blown local control of schools by s hool boards of a
hundred years ago has been substantially modified by refo m efforts aimed at
improving Ehe efficiency of pubric schools. Among these a

V

o The rise of the superintendency, with increasing authoritç delegated to
this office from school boards \

o The municipal reform movement, aimed at removing school board from the
sometimes corrupt politics of larger cities

o The school consolidation movemedt, which has reduced the numbers the

representational power of school boards
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Currept Trends in the Politics of Educaiton

.
\

There is evidence thaNt the 1980s and 1990s wiil be an increasingly difficult
era in public education, and that new political awareness and strategies will
need to be developed by school board members, administrators, teachers and
parents to successfully compete in this turbulent climate.

The evidence is in the form of trends in demographic and economic patterns
affecting the schools. Among these are:

o A shrinking political base for the public schools

The political support base for the schools has always been a relatively
narrow one, made up largely of parents of school-aged children. Now,

public school enrollments are declining and the,support base is
shrinking. For example, in 1971, public school enrollments peaked at 51
million children, grades K-12. In 1979, the K-12 enrollments had dropped
to 48 million children. By 1985, K-12 enrollments is estimated to be 43
million. At the same time, enrollments in non-public schools have been
increasing. In 1968, these enrollments represented 14% of all school aged
children. This figure had declined to 7% by 1975, but jumped again to
about 11% in 1980. These non-public school enrollments are projected to
increase in the decade ahead, aided probably by some form of tuition-tax
credit or voucher plans at the federal and state levels.

The enrollment decline is paralleled by a shrinking adult support base for
the public schools. For example, in 1971, 45% of all registered voters
nationally had children in school, including higher education. By 1980,

't only 33% of the registered voters had children in school. By 1985, the
*

projection is that less than 30% of registered voters will have children
in school; and the "effective electorate," e.g., those who actually vote

i

in school elections, will be less than this. figure.

This decline in the adult support base for public schools means that fewer
than 30% of registered voters will have a direct link with the public
schools by 1985.

o A continuation of centralization of educational decision making

in an earlier section, the impact of the school consolidation movement
upon the "representational power" of school boards was discussed. One
implication has been the dramatic reduction in the number of school board
members nationally. Consequently, more decisions are being made by fewer
people at a point further removed from the electorate than was true 30 ,

years ago.

The increasing role of state legislatures, state departments of education
and state courts in decision making is further evidence of a continuing
trend toward centralization. As states assume a greater responsibility
for school finance, they also impose a clearer set of state priorities for
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funding and stricter guidelines for accountability in the expenditure of
funds. And, as states assume a grea.ter role in the distribution of
federal funds (whether categorical or block grants), the regulatory and
accountability pressures still prevail.

Another factor contributing to the increasing centrali-zation of

educational decision making lies in the fact that the tra
pOlicical parties now mean less than they used to. The electorate t nds
to focus more on candidates' stands on the issues r er than voting he
party ticket. What this means is that legislators' party loyalties a e
weaker, so that it is more difficult for party leadership to organize
state legislatures. More and more often, g:ganization and leadership
result from deals or compromises struck between the parties before the
legislative session. Fdrther, there is beginning to be a trend toward
circumvention of the traditional policy committee structure. Now, bills
are beginning to go directly to fiscal (or even conference) commit es

first. Again, the result of these trends is that fewer individual are
directly involved in the decision making process. Alsg, special in eres
lobbyists gain an advantage in this situation, since there are fewe
legislators to influence.

o Greater competition for public sector resources

The increasing state fiscal control of public education, reSultin fr m
attempts to equalize school finance and from efforts to control -duce
expenditures, places education funding in direct competition ith other
public sector programs. And, since the population is growi g older (the
median age in 1980 was 30.1 years), programs for senio izens may well
be the area of growing competition.

The needs and demands of an aging population for programs and servi es is
likely to represent an increasing challenge to t e funding of publi
education at the state lever; and even though r citizens shouldn t be
expected to oppose public school funding directly, e of other
important priorities (health care, housing, tran portation) willflIpete
for their attention.

One problem facing public education in an era of increasing competition'
with other pub;ic sector programs is that it is difficult to demonstrate
efficiency. Public education does not as easily'lend itself to
cost/benefit analysis as some other programs do, so the advocates of
public schools will be working at a disadvantage as they compete for
public sector resources at the state level.

Summary and Conclusions

In this section, several trends which will have impact on the political
climate of education in the coming decades have been identified and
discussed. Nmong them are:

o The shrinking political base of public schools



A continuation of the trend toward centralization of educational
decision making

o An increasing coMpetition for public sector resources at the state
level

When taken in combination, these trends portend a more highly politicized era
for the public schools in the immediate future. School board members,
administrators, teachers, parents, afld other advocates are going to have to
face up to the emerging politics of education and find new roles and
strategies for effective political participation at local, state, and national
levels.

The remainder of this background paper is devoted to discussing ideas which
can contribute to board members' analysis of their political roles and
challenges.

Part II: A Summary of Research on the Political Role
of School Boards

Politics--A Definition for School Boards

This paper, and the related workshop, strongly encourages school boards and
their members to strengthen their self-concept, their awareness and their
actions as local/state politicians.

It is not intended to be an identification with or increase in partisan
political activity--after all, there's no Republican or Democratic way to run
a school system. Rather, it is intended to make the connection between policy
making and political activity.

The definition of politics, for this paper and the related workshop, is this:

ics is the competition surrounding the definition and control of
educ 4.9, policy (Roscoe Martin, 1962).

(
s this definition suggests, policy making is the exercise of political
ower. In many areas, public school policy making is a controversial and
ompetitive arena, with many actors. Certainly school boards, by legal

m11a ate and by pub ectation, are the local school system's policy
make and, b is def'nition, its principal politicians.

As elected public offic als, school board members are local community
representatives to the chool system.

While there curren seems to be an increasing number of school board
candidates runnin on single issues, nevertheless parents and other community
members have specific expectations for representation by the board members
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they elect. As found by Goldhammer (1964), the public expects its

i

elected
school representatives to:

o Promote the public interest.
Community members elect school board members to represent the broad
community interest in education.

o Uphold community traditions and values.
Each community has unique traditions, beliefs and values regarding
education. School board members are expected to understand and
reflect these in board action.

o Listen to grievances.
Parents and other community members view board members as people they
know and trust. Board members often hear rumors, complaints or
grievances before they come to the attention of professional
educators.

o Supervise the professionals.
Community members view the school board as the means of ensuring
accountability of the school system to local people. They expect the
board to monitor the activities of the professional educators.

o Conserve resources.
Taxpayers expect government to expend money wisely and well.

o Promote rights and interests.
School board members are elected to promote rights and'In'terests of

students, parents and taxpayers. Likewise, professional educators
expect the board to promote and protect their rights and interests.

o Improve education. J
Parents and other community members expect board members to carry out
improvements in the educational program. This may mean emphasizing
the basics, vocational/career education or academic offerings.

School board candidates hold many of these same expectations as they campaign
for office. For example, a recent survey (NSBA, 1979) reveals the following
as the top five campaign issues reported by recently elected board members.

ll

School taxes 28%

,

Rising costs 25%

Instructional program
"Back to Basics" 23%

Superintendent's performance 22%

Student discipline 20% ,
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The Representativeness of School Boards

How representative are school boards? This is the subject of a great deal of

research interest in recent years. For example, in one Gallup Poll survey
(NSBA, 1974) a cross section of the nation's adult population Tdas asked how

1
well boards represented the views and opinions of people like themselves.

Here were the results:

7% gave school boards an Excellent rating

29% gave school boards a Good rating

23% gave school boards a Fair rating

10% gave school boards a Poor rating

30% said that they did not know

One of the surprising aspects of these results is the high proportion (30%) of

the respondents who said that they "did not know' how well their local school
board represented their views. ;These results are consistent with other
findings reported in the Gallup Polls almost every year since, and prompted
George Gallup himself to comment:

"The function of the school board is largely unknown or misunderstood.
Too often, serving on a local board is a thankless job. The fact that the

school board isj supposed to represent the public and carry out its wishes
in educationalimatters gets lost in day-to-day operations, school
personnel pr lems, and finance. All of which leaves too little time, as
school boarff members complain, to deal with the educational process

itself.* ( DK, 1978)

Another researcher (Ziegler, 1977) has argued that since school boards by and
large adopt their superintendents' recommendations for policy decisions, they
are not particularly representative of community constituencies. Rather, in

this argument, boarda-tend to represent the professional educators' viewpoints
to the community.

Who Influences the Board?

Related to the question of representation is that of influence. There is some
research information regarding who has influence upon the school board.

In one study (NSBA, 1975), a cross section of American adults were asked whose
views and opinions have the most influence with the school board. The results

were the following:

School administrators were identified as influential by 43% of the

respondents.

Teachers and teacher organizations were identified as influential by
33% of the respondents.
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Parents were identified as influential by 30% of the respondents

Other groups, such as local government, politically powerful groups,
state government and local political parties were identified as less
influential with the school board.

In another study (PDK, 1969), the results are surprising and underscore the
public lack of understanding of Elle function of the school board.

In response to the question, e...rs there any group of people in this
community that has more influence than it should have in the way schools are
run?", 20% of a cross section of American adults answered "yes," 46% answered

*no," and 34% answered "don't know." Those who answered "yes" to the question
identified the following as having too much infltuence:

The local school board

Local politicians

Minority organizations

The P.T.A.

The wealthy

In another study, the political motivation and involvem t of school boards

was analyzed (PDK, 1978). Asked if "...local politics -.lay a part in
decisions,made by the board?," a cross sectioil of adults answered in the

following way:

44% said 'yes.'

39% said "no."

17% said "don't know.'

Based upon other Gallup Poll information, the respondents to these questions
were thinking broadly about political itolyement and not specifically in
terms of local political party involvement.

Responsiveness of School Boards

'Sr

Responsiveness is a concept closely related to representation and influence.
A school,board can be responsive to its constituencies in five different ways,
as outlined by researchers in this topic (Tucker and Zie4ler, 1977). One way

boards are responsive is through policies. This policy responsiveness refers
to the degree of fit between the board's policy decisions and constituents'

preferences and demands. The researchers conclude th t school boards rate

..."quite highly in this area.

Another)ind of responsiveness lies in rendering services to individual

constiduents. Again, school board members perform well in this service
responsiveness, not so much through actions of the bcdard as through referrals
of individual parent concerns to administrative channels.
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A third kind of board responsiveness lies in providing benefits to a
constituency as a whole. Since board members, unlike legislators, do not
represent specific districts or geographic constituencies, this public goods
responsiveness does not apply to them as much as to politicians in state or

federal government. Still, the awarding of contracts, the selection of sites
for new school buildings, responding to special interest groups are examples

of board responsiveness in this area.

Symbolic public actions of,board members which give constituents the feeling

of being represented is another kind of responsiveness. School boards don't

rate especially high in this area, although they rate as well as other
politicians and governing units. Examples of this kind of symbolic

responsiveness might be: "giving teacher of the year" awards; attending local
citizens meetings; visiting schools; and seeking citizen input on educational
issues.

A fifth kind of school board resPonsiveness lies in the area of receptivity to
influence from the public. If constituents feel that board members have
1isten4dito them and considered their viewpoint, they would rate the board as

receptive. The researchers find that school board meetings do not rate nighly
in this kind of reiponsiveness but that private contacts between const:tuents
and school board members do rate highly.

Continuing Popular Support of the Local Control Tradition

Despite the increasing influence on local schools exerted by state and federal
governments in recent years, there continues to be a strong popular feeling
that school policy decisions are best made locally. Several studies
illustrate this local control sentiment.

In a Gallup Poll survey of a cross section of American adults (PDK, 1976),
people were asked if in the years ahead they "...would like to see the local
school board have greater responsibility for running the schools, or less,

than they do today?"

The following results are supportive of the local control tradition:

67% said that local school boards should have greater responsibility.

10% said less responsibility.

15% said apout the same responsibility as now.

8% said "don't know" or gave no answer.

In regard to the relative benefits of state and federal regulation of the
schools, another study (PDK, 1978) asked a cross section of American adults
whether "...regulations by state and federal government are more likely to
help or hinder public education here?"
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The results were the following:

23% said regulations help local schools.

44% said regulations hinder local schools.

5% said regulations make no difference.

28% said they didn't know.

Those (44% of the respondents) who said that state and federal regulations
hinder the local schools explained their answer by saying that:

The regulations ignore differences among schoOl districts in nature
of problems, wealth, number of minority groups and size. They also

opposed specific federal regulations regarding busing, bilingual
education and education for handicapped children.

Another Gallup Poll survey (PDK, 1977) contributed further to a picture of
clear popular support for the local control tradition, in contrast to state
and federal control. When asked whether federal requirements should be

.

°changed to permit local school authorities to decide how the money is to be
spent?,6 a cross section of American adults responded two to one in favor of

this idea. The results were:

62% said yes, change to allow local people to decide.

29% said no, should not change.

9% said don't know, or no answer.

Again, the strong support of local fiscal control, even of federally funded
educational programs, is evident in these responses. One would expect a

similar response to a question about cha'je in state regulations.

Still another study underscores the popular support for local control of

curriculum decisions. A Gallup Poll (PDK 1980) question was:

...who should have the greatest influence in deciding what is taught
in the public schools herethe federal government, the state
government, or the local school board?

The responses to this question of who should decide what is taught in the
schools were as follows:

9% said the federal government should decide.

15% said the state government should decide.

68% said the local school board should decide.

8% said don't know.

f2
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Part III: School BoaTds, Other Governments
and the Legislative Process

In virtually every state capitol across the nation, legislatures are taking an
increasingly active role in education issues. This trend, and some of the
reasons behind it, is summarized well by one writer (Pipko, 1980):

'State legislatures are writing more legislation to
deal with the day-to-day operation of schools;
legislators say the events of the last decade have
forced them into this position. They cite single-.

interest lobbying groups; federal legislation
dealing with due process, equal education
opportunity, and the rights of minorities and
women; the collective bargaining process; and
school finance court cases and constitutional
amendments as reasons,*

Not only are legislatures writing more legislation, but also they are writing
it in more specific terms to make clear the intent of the legislation. AS a
result, the discretionary decision-making of local school districts, regarding

how the law will be implemented, is eroding. Much recent legislation
increasingly stipulates not only what will be done, but also how it will be

done. Increasingly, actual school board policies and administrative
procedures are molded after prescriptive legislation and regulations issued by

state education agencies. Increasingly, local school district compliance with
legislation, regulations and court decisions is expected without particular
regard to the impact or quality of implementation of these policies.

There appear to be several very important consequences of this trend toward
greater regulation for school boards.

o School boards are perceived as less representative by members of
local communities. Since the boards' discretionary decision-making
powers are eroding, and since board policies increasingly must
reflect laws, regulations and court decisions; local influence upon
boards' decision-making processes is diminished.

o Incumbents in school board elections are finding it more difficult to
gain reelection. Recall elections 114Cie increased in those states
which provide for them. Since the broad public is not aware of the
erosion of boards' discretionary powers, public frustration has
increased. School board,elections are one way in which the public
expresses its frustration.

o Because many of the recent regulations are in the area of equity of
treatment (of women, minorities, handicapped students), in 'the area
of labor practices (collective bargaining,.due process), and school
finance, school board attention is diverted away from other important
areas, such as the educational program.
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One recent study (NSBA, 1978) illustrated this trend clearly. Newly
elected school board members were asked to compare and contrast their
expectations for school board activity before their election with the
reality after being elected. Here are the results:

Expectations Before Being Elected Realities After Being Elected

o Curriculum decisions o Collective bargaining
o School exenditures o School expenditures
o Hiring teachers o New school buildings

Other Governments

The increasing legislation, regulation and court involvement have come about
largely because more interest groups and governmental bodies have expressed a
concern for education, in particular, the purposes, performance and practices
of the public schoola. Many of these have sought redress for their grievances
and cOncerns through political and legal channels, rather than through their

. local school board.

Because of the involvement of the "other governments° in education, many
educational policies are no loriger solely the prerogative of school boards.
Indeed, as one observer (Lovell,-1979) points. out:

"Policy is no longer made mostly by a single
governmental unit but is hammered outthrough a
negotiating, bargaining relationship among
multiple governing units. Policies are
continually altered and implemented in the inter-
jurisdictional milieu.".

An implication for school boards of this description of the policy making
climate ia too stay informed and in constant communication with the "other
governments" which have responsibility, jurisdiction or concern in the poliäy
area under consideration. School boards have a special intere.st in shaping
these policies since they will ultimately be responsible for their
implementation. Policy makers in the "other governments" need to understand
the unique local situation and circumstances while formulating policieswhich
will impact focal schools. School board members can and should play thesole
of diplomat, ambassador and representative of local school government to the
'other governments" concerned with public education. Some of the areas for
collaborative policy making are: long-range land use planning, health care
delivery, transportation planning, energy development, recreational
development, and adult and continuing education.
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Legislative Involvement

One area of particular need of collaborative involvement from school bosp is

the legislative process. This is true for severasl reasons:

Legislatures are becoming increasingly involved 1,,..th education

problems, ranging.from finance and curriculum to Collective j
bargaining.

o If policies are to be locally accepted and workable, legislators need
to understand local impact of various legislative proposals before

adopting particular policies.

Legislatures are increasingly using a top down, prescriptivg approach
to implementing policies when other approaches may be more effective::

o In the eyes of legislators, school board members may well be more
credible ambassadors of local schools than professional educatprs.

ne growing awareness about the importance of the legislative process in
determining critical educational policies has prompted school board members

and their state and national associations to get involved in politics. For

example, recently, the National School Boards Association moved its offices

from Evanston, Illinois to Washington, D. C. specifically in order to
infensify the school board presence on the national political scene. The top

priority of every state school boards association across the country is

legislative involvement. Many state assobiations in recent years have hired

professional staff lobbyists to represent association positions during state

legislative sessions.
Tr-4,

In addition to active involvement in their state and national associatiod
legislative programs, school board members can initiate and/or support other

kinds-of activities which have influence upon legislators. Among these are:

o Involvement in election of legislators

Establishing and maintaining communication'with legislators

o 'Mobilizing community sentiment and communication with their

legislatorb

o Engaging in lobbying activities

o, Providing testimony befor4 legislative cOmmittees
/
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TOWARD NEW CCALITIONS FOR Puli,LIc EDUCATION*

Looking ahead, it is easy to become increasingly pessimistic about public
su port for the common schools. Major signs, especially continuing inflation,
current tax revolts at the state and local level, an aging population, and an
increased interest in voucher schemes and federal tuition tax credits all
point to a re-privatization of educational services and to fewer public
resources for education generally.

The logical result of these trends is unsettling, to say the least. At the
end of this road may well be ghetto-ized schools for the urban Poor,
non-English-langUage schools for Hispanics, racially pure schools for the
bigoted, religious schools for the devout, and for the well-off, a wholesale
reversion to the private academies of the 19th century. It is difficult to
see how any coherent value consensus in the society at large could possibly
survive such fragmentation of educational programs, institutions, and support
systems.

These dismal scenarios are, of course, not inevitable. But if the proschool
coalitions of the recent past are dissolving, are there signs that new add
reasonably broad-based coalitions are in the making? If not, are there
indications of emerging precoalition forces or concepts that might in the near
future catch the imagination and the allegiance of diverse interests? In

short, are there harbingers of a positive."second transformation of the
school" that might give hope to those who now see their basic educational
faith under impossible strain?

There are tantalizing hints that new coalitions are possible and might well be
catalyzed by unfolding social and economic realities. There is much we do not

know and cannot know about the remainder of this troubled century, but there
is much that can be surmised with varying degrees of probability.

First, current demographic patterns and projections' assure in many parts of

the nation an increase in elementary-school enrollment by 1984. With this
will come an increase in the number of adults concerned with the condition and
quality of schools.

second, the greater number of families in which both parents work will exert
additional pressure on the community, including the schools, to provide
surrogate homes for children that provide both safe and constructive
environments. The awakened interest of working parerts in day-care centers is
evidence of the need for such surrogate homes. The custodial functions of
schools may well receive a new burst of parental attention and interest in the
years ahead.

*By StephkIn K. Bailey, in Education Week, October 12, 1981
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Third, in an Unsettled, but inflationary, economid climate, tax credits
sufficient.to induce a substantial number of parents to transfer their
children to private schools may be too.costly for a federal budget already
under severe stain. Furth6c, voucher proposals may well turn out in practice
to present grotesque administr.cive problems. The pot.....tial negative

consequences of these experiments may ultim.Ately induce people to stop looking
for escape mechanisms and instead to coalesce to improve the common schools.
Failing this, the public system in sheer self-defense may have to dcvelop some
as yet unforeseeable coalitions with tuition-tax credit and voucher proponents
to claim an essential part of a diminishing pie.

Fourth, wholesale tax-and-spending reduction movements like those in
California and Massachusetts can be carried only so far. As the public
becomes increasingly aware of what a substantial loss of public services can
do to the quality of life, ateps will inevitably be taken to increase
expenditures for necessary public functions, including educatioa. For

example, one of the most successful examples of collective action by
pro-education forces at the state level during the past few years has been the
"Tuesday Night Group" in California. In many respects, T.N.G. is a state
countJrpart to the CommitEee for Full Funding at the national level.,
"Comprised primarily of old-line education groups and big-city districts, the
T.N.G. focuses on fiscal issues and eschews substantive matters that would
inevitably lead to conflict," according to the researchers MiChael W. Kirst
and Stephen A. Somers. T.N.G. is credited with minimizing the predicted dire
impact of Proposition 13 on the schools.

Fifth, economic necessity may drive the American Federation of Teachers and
the National Education Association together. They have 'frequently worked
together on specific legis:..ative issues at both the state and federal level.
In the recent political history of states and the federal government, both
have demonstrated the power of organization in influencing elections and
determining public policy. Both N.E.A. and A.F.T. have suffered from
divisiveness and from a growing alienation between teachers or the one side
and potential friends on the other. If they can find other areas of
cooperation and can work together on cultivating public support, they can
become energizing forces in the development of local, state, regional, and
national coalitions whose major purpose is the improvement of the,condition
and quality of American education.

Sixth, American business and industry have a vital stake in the health of
American education.

The industrial retraining of high-school dropouts or graduates is an expensive
proposition. Poor schooling may be an important aspect of the nation's
decline in economic productivity. As this connection becomes manifest, the
business community may well increase its atcention to schooling. In February
1981 a group of the top companies in California joined with educational
leaders to discuss-the plight of public education. Suc'h conferences may wel.1

spring up in other r ions of the country in the months and years ahead.
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Seventh, the increasing number of minorities (specifically black and

Hispanic), their desire to move into the mainstream of middle-class American
life, and their growing political sophistication may well--at least in certain

areas of the country--become major forces in inducing political leaders to

inrease the resources available for education. Over the next decade'the
proportion of school-age blacks and Hispanic's to whites at the same age level

will increase dramatically.

Eighth, the movement tO establish and enforce minimum-competency requirements
for high-school graduation in the late 1970's--although simplistic in some
ways--is evidence of a growing public concern with the educational outcomes of

our schools. This movement is ongoing.

Ninth, a number of foundations, professionll associations, and professional
scholars are a:..,present conducting stud!.es atout elementary and.secondary
education--possibly indicatiJg the beginning of a new commitment to

educational imp5ovement.

Finally, there are a large number of educational officials at all levels of
government who are deeply involved in educational problems and who have direct

lines of communication to top policymakers in both the'legislative and,.
executive branches of the government. These officials are, of course, subject

to tne policy directives set by these pOpularly elected executives and

lawmakers. But they,land the myriad professional and interest-group
associations that work intimQtely with them are'now major fordes in the
society.

More than dependent variables, they are initiaors and monitors of policies

and programs. They and their legislative allies (including legislative staff)
are important parts of the policy infrastructure of modern governance. Their

personal and professional status is associated with the general fate of

education in the nation. They are consistently available as potential

partners in new coalitions in support of schools.

Whether these various signs and forces will in fact add up to new coalitions
of :-1,pport for schools (and, if so, Which schools) , only the future can tell.

Contrary indications preclude optimism. On the other hand, there are
sufficient signs of an overarching and growing public concern about the state
of the nation generally to suggest at least the possibility that education may
once again be viewed as a major long-range instrument of ndtional security,

economic growth, and social stability.

For example, the state of the voluntary armed services and their inability t9
attract personnel able to handle complex machines of modern warfare are
realities that will not soon go away and that have direct implications for

educational policy. That the Sov1et Union is evidently far more rigorous than
the UnitedStates in insisting on advanced work in science and math as a
secondary school requirement has become a topic of discussion at the highest

levels of the American government.
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1 On the economic front, the Japanese are outproducing the United States in part
because Japan requires that ifs pupils spend longer hours in school and do

more advanced work in math and technology-related subjects than American
students. Michael Kirst reports that "Japanese children work muct harder on
difficult academic tasks than their American counterparts. Japanese children
attend school about 225 days (each year) while California children are in
school 180 days." If appropria6 finks can be proved between a better
education and technological prowess, schools in this country may well receive

\a new burst of attention. How long it will take the nation's top leadf":ship

to see education once again as a key investment in America's future, no one
tell. But it would he strange indeed if some rising politicians in the

neXt decade, recognizing the instrumental effect of education for the nation

as
1

a, hole and its patent relationship to the broad national interest, did not
begin 1-1e proces .of coalition-building toward greater public support for

ZP educati'on.

A Sinular tendency could well develop at the state and local level, as
interstate and regional competition develop to attract new industry to
particular 15ations. A well-trained and highly educated population is a
major asset inattracting new industry and new services to any geographic area.

Growing social pathólogies in the nation--crime, divorce, drug abuse, urban
ghettoS,. racial andNethnic conflict--prompt the search for solutions. The
need to rescue educa4on may, in the light of such pressing social Problems,
seem slight, but it is' pftentimes the only source of long-range hope. Thus,

in addition to specificNfactors that might stimulate the formation of
pro-education coalitions IQ various places and among various groups around the

country, there are, in factj\nationwide concerns that might well refocus
public policy on the importake of improving educational services.

It seems clear, however, that wh tever coalitions of support for schools are
formed in the years dhead, the COh ext of coalition-building will differ
markedly from the past.

Demography will not be a tail wind but \head wind. Many groups and interests
will be searching for re-privatization of education and will avoid political
coalitions devoted to public-school issuespnly. Furthermore, with the
projected diminuition of federal control, inereased authority will be returned
to the states. And with decremental budgets lie\rule, state coalitions will

have their work cut out for them. In many cases they will compete with other
states and municipal services alzio faced with puri b4ve fiscal constraints.

In scae states, such as New York, there are signs that\the governor and state
legislature are becoming increasingly preoccupied with fb,tal state aid to
localities, and are thus increasingly reluctant to mediatamong contending
local claimants. Carried to its logical eXtreme, this trena'yould make
educational coalition-building a largely local and bruising a&tivity.
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Perhaps most unsettling of all, new coalitions will have to deal with the
searing poliiical problem of how to form coalitions around imprecise,
multiple, and often competing educational goals--for the central dream of
perpetual social progress and individual fulfillment that once informed the
great educational coalitions of the past, and the idea of a common school that
would give everyone an equal chance, are no longer predominant features of

America's ideological landscape. A 1980 Gallup poll suggests that the decline
in the rating given to public schools has come to a halt, and that public
schools are now held in high regard relative to other public institutions.
But there.is little evidence of a clear vision of the functions and purposes
of public schooling, and there are increasing signs that small and local

minorities wish to dominate school cmrricula and materials. Current battles

over sex education, environmental Aucation, tuitic tax credits, creationist
versus evolutionary theories, bilingualism, busing, mainstreaming for the
handicapped--to name a few contentious issues--suggest that single-issue
politics has also hit the schools. "Basic skills" seems to be the only center
of real agreement, and even here there are enormous differences about what
these words really mean.

Some recent attempts to make broad-based national political coalitions for
public education fly have either not gotten off the runway (i.e., the
N.E.A.-sponsored National Trust for the Public Schools) or have taken off

solely to shoot something else down.

The National Coalition for Public Education (formerly the National Coalition
to Save Public Education) has a substantial membership from liberal and labor

organizations, but it has solely concentrated on defeating tuition-tax-credit
legislation. Furthermore, its "lib-lab" composition has tended to deprive it
of the kind of support from business, industry, agriculture, the news media,
and prestigious professions that were so prominent an aspect of the White
House Conference on Education in 1955. N.C.P.E. can perhaps extend its
membership base in the years ahead, but it will have to transcend its present
negative crusade and find points of ideological linkage with those concerned
with the relationship of education to larger issues of American culture,
prosperity, and security.

In the immediate future, premature attempts to form large-scale educational
coalitions will certainly fail.

Such coalitions may have to be preceded by far less formal colloquies of
concern--colloquies involving a diverse assembly of groups with quite varying
intermediate agendas, but that share anxieties about the consequences of an
unredeemed educational system and an underfLnded public sector generally.

One thing is clear. The builders of new pro-school coalitions must be more

than journeyman politicians responding to majority pressures. They must be
artisans--perhaps artists--who can see education's place in the national
tapestry, and who can weave local and parochial interest, as well as the
nation's golden (if tattered) thread of noblesse oblige, into an original and

compelling grand design.
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THE POLITICS OF BOARDSMANSHIP: A PANEL DISCUSSION

The following comments were given by board members, a superintendent and

a legislator in a panel discussion at the 1980 Oregon School Boards

Association Convention.

Local Board Member #1

If you'll read a Webster's Dictionary, its definition of a politician is

"one who is versed in the art and science of government; especially, one

actively engaged in the business of government." Now, by statute, we are

a governmehtal unit, and we are engaged in conducting the business of

government, so by Webster's definition, we really are politicians.

Actually, if you stop and think of school boards, we are probably one of

the few units of government at the polling place once a year. While we

do.not ourselves run every year, our record is voted on every year,

because one of things that we do, in addition to the many issues of

policy and finance that go on in the school board, is to adopt the budget

every year. Then we have to get busy and submit it to the people, the

voters, to vote on that portion which is our tax levy.

That makes us unique. There are few city governments that do have to go

to the polling place every year, but school boards as a general rule have

to go back to the polling place yearly. That can't help but make a'

politician out of you, because you have to answer to your taxpayers each

year and they get a chance to vote on your record.

One of the questions we need to address is what can board members do to

be involved in the legislative process. Because there are so many laws

mandated by our State Legislature and by the Federal Government, and also

so many restricting rules and regulations from our State Department of

Education and the Federal Department of Education, it is incumbent upon

us to keep up with what's going on in the political arena. To be

knowledgeable it takes a little work to find out the reason for the issue

and some credible way of resolving that issue. I want to say that from

the standpoint of the legislative process, I think we have a very fine

system in the State of Oregon and in our School Board Association. We do

have a legislative network made up of people from all over the state, and

we meet four times a year to hammer out those issues that will be coming

before the next session of the legislature. Of course, there are

different opinions, and we are able to get those hammered out in advance,

and then when we go to Salem, we are able to present a united front.

Individually we can be a great help to our legislators because we can

give our local perspective on the issues when the legislator calls us and

brings to our attention an item of importance.
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One thing that I think is extremely important in our work as lobbyists,

you may say, is to be completely well informed and not ask for those

things that would not be credible or would not be economically feasible.

For that reason, I think that we do ourselves a service to be thoroughly

informed on issues on which we are about to approach our legislators.

We were asked to comment on effective and ineffective political

involvement. I think it is ineffective not to be informed on the

issues. I think another way that we can sometimes hurt ourselves is if

we fall into the trap of being one issue oriented, because we don't see

both sides of the question. I think we should be interested in all of

the issues that affect our schools.

There are seVeral local, state and national trends that require our

political involvement. I think all of us are well aware of the recent

handicapped legislation. One of the items right now that is going to be

with us more and more is English as a Second Language. We're fighting

the Lau versus Nichols regulations that are coming through our Federal

Department of Education. I think these are going to be issues that we

have to watch very carefully. An article that I read recently about

education said that if we didn't watch out, our actions will simply be

like moving deck chairs around on the Titanic.

What should boards and board members do to become involved in politics?

My answer is that I cannot see how you can possibly avoid it. I think

that the very nature of what we are--elected to represent the people and

we have to answer to them; we have to be involved at the state and

national levels with all its effects--I just don't see how we can

separate the two.

Local Superintendent

I certainly concur with the remarks made about the fact that the board

member is, or better be, a politician. It reninds me of one person in

our great neighbor to the south, a consummate politician in some past

decade, Jess Unruh, who was a Speaker of the California Assembly. One

statement he made I thought sums it up. He said, "It sometimes is

necessary to rise above principle to pure politics." I think some people

could look at that cynically, but actually there is a great deal of truth

there. I think that when we think of the word politician, too often we

think of the Richard Nixons or richard Daleys. . .somehow, it's just a

bit sinister. Yet, one of the most beloved presidents in our history, a

person that is always in anybody's list of the three best presidents of

the United States, Abraham Lincoln, was probably the consummate

politician when it came to accomplishing the goals and winning over the

challenge that he faced. If our society is to work, in the way this

society is organizel, the people who are in positions of responsibililty

must be politicians. Tney must make it work. So I define a politician

as a person effective in getting it done, in making the government work

at whatever level the person happens to be involved. The school board

certainly is involved in the business of government of the local school

district.



I think that a board member is a politican in three or four ways. First

would be in the use of power. There are some legally defined powers
which school boards have; and when fulfilling those particular powers, a
board member has no official power unless the board is in a formal
session. The board member acting individually, as we know, does not have
any power, legally defined, and exercises that power through voting only

when the board is sitting in an official meeting. The board as a whole
has power. The individual does not, in that sense.

But that's too narrow. If we define power as the ability to influence a
course of action for the good of the district and to make it effective, a
board member has a great deal of informal power--the influence with other
board members, with the community, and with staff members.

I think one of the ways in which board members must function, in addition
to sitting responsibly, becoming informed, all of the things that we've
mentioned earlier, is in knowing that fine line as to when to compromise,
when to work with other people. In a pluralistic society such as we
have--pluralistic in an ethnic sense, but in an opinion sense as well,
with a wide range on the opinion spectrum in any community--most of the
decisions that are made in school districts do not involve a moral
stance. That is, most of them are pragmatic in orientation. What is the
best way to accomplish a particular goal? This is fortunate, because it
does mean that people can have different views about an approach without
being caught in a position of "I am morally right; you are morally
wrong." It is a lot easier to work toward the compromise or toward a
mutually acceptable solution when we say, "O.K., we both want the same
thing, we are both morally right, but I think my way of doing it is a bit
better than yours, or you may think your way of doing it is a bit better
than mine," then to reach a concensus and move. I think one of the
biggest dangers we have is when we equate a pragmatic approach with a
moral stance, make a moral issue out of something that we should not. As

one Methodist Bisnop I heard say, "One of the troubles is that too many
people in life major in minors," that is, make big things out of things
that are not necessarily big. I think that the art of knowing when to
compromise, and to do so without giving up a matter of principle is one
of the things that a board member does need to know and be able to work
with in order to be an effective politician.

With that goes the communication with our public. Board members are the
elected board of directors of the stockholders, namely the public, that
own the institution. They're there to represent the institution, and

that involves two aspects. One is to try to find out what it is that the
electorate does want, what the community wants, and to hopefully try to
fulfill it, yet, at the same time, to be able and willing and know when
it is appropriate to substitute his or her own judgment, even for the
majority of the supporters if necessary, because a person is elected to
the board to use his or her judgment. I think that any board is going to
have a lot of pressure put on it and a lot of people trying to exercise
influence on it. That is in the best democratic tradition of this
society. We have to be open to have people address the board and to
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bring pressure if they will. My own definition of the place to draw the
line is to take the stand always that we're open to new ideas; we're open
to being persuaded that somebody else has a better idea. If anybody can
present a better case, give every opportunity to do so, and then yield on
it. We shouldn't have so much pride of authorship that we can't yield on
something if somebody shows us a better way of doing it. But if we are
not convinced that there is a better way, and we think there is a strong
reason to follow a particular course of action, then have the strength tr
say "no" in the face of pressure. If, after we have heard from every
body, we still think this is the route to go, I think a board member,
acting as a politician again, must know when to exercise this strength to
say, "No, in this instance, I am better informed; my judgment is going to
be what I have to follow." Many issues will fall on both sides of that
kind of spectrum. I think that communication is a crucial part of a

,
board member's effectiveness as a politician. A communicator knows where
the community is, whether we're always following the mandate or the
desires of a particular group. We have to know where our community is so
that we can anticipate what kinds of problems we are going to have if we
try to pursue a particular course of action.

The third way in which I think a board member exercises a legitimate
political role is in lending his or her personal credibility to the
school district's effort. Board members have a very high credibility in
the community--you wouldn't have been elected to that office if you
didn't. I think the credibility which the elected lay representatives
have in helping to sell the course of action that is being determined by
the district back to the community is far superior to the superin
tendent's credibility, or the credibility of the professional staff
members. We are viewed, regardless of how enlightened the programs are,
or our ideas are, as having a certain self interest. Although a
professional administrator should have credibility in the community to be
generally believable, we're still perceived just a bit more on the self
interest side. Board members who have been elected do not carry quite
that much baggage, and I think when the board members stand with the
program and help support it in the community, it does strengthen the
credibility of that program with the community. I think that is an
important political function of board members.

Outside of the community, before the Legislature, I have personally been
impressed with the closeness, the openness with which the state level of
government operates in Oregon. I have had the experience of testifying
before committees, always very respectfully treated even though our

advice is not necessarily followed. That is built right in to the Oregon
character, that we do have access to our elected officials whether they
be at the State Legislature or, you as board members at the local level.
Using that kind of influence from the local district to the state level
of government (whether it be the State Board of Education, the
Legislature, or other decisionmaking bodies at the state level) is an
important political aspect of the local board member's role. Board
members are taken extremely seriously when they are testifying before
state bodies as well as when they are testifying locally.
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To sum up, I think thatewhen you are operating effectively as a

politician, there is nothing sinister about that. You simply are working

to be effective personally as a board member in affecting decisions in

your own community, affecting decisions on your own board. When you are

working to help the board be effective, then you're working to help make

the district effective in the common task which ultimately, is providing

the young men and young women Of Oregon the best possible education.

Local Board Member #2

Probably a lot of what I am going to say may have been touched on
already, although I will be a little more specific in some areas.

Obviously,.as has been mentioned, we all had to be elected at one point,
and we are therefore politicians in working to win that election. The

role we play on the board must involve compromise. I think that any of

you who have served any length oftime on a board have undoubtedly been
through that--the situations where you are not going to prevail on a

particular point--and perhaps sometimes you agree to go with somebody

else because you want to get their vote later on. I think that's'a part

of the political process. It's a little bit cynical perhaps, but I don't

think you can realistically govern a school district always upon your
principled position, because in too many dases you'll never get anything

achieved.

I think that on the other 'hand as a politician, there are times when you

will be forced to "play for position" as it were. You may well want (or

need to be) a champion of a particular cause. You may be able to do it

without affecting your position vis a vis the other bb-ad members,at

all. Sometimes it's something that you are doing for a reason totally
outside the school board role, a personal conviction or commitment.

"Playing for position" can also arise in the the situation where pressure

groups are coming to the board, demanding something. They have to be

given a little something. Often it is.just a decent hearing or a little

bit of time. All of the board members may know that there is no way you

are ever going to give that group what they're demanding. But you cannot

tell them that up front, sending them away mad, because they are.going to

come hack to vote on your budget next year, vote on your tax base, vote

on your bond issue. And that's a very political role. You are playing

for position. Is that an unfair way to treat them? I don't think so.

You have to respond to people. You have to deal with them; they have to

go away feeling that at least they've been listened to. Sometimes you

haye to spend more time, or maybe you have to investigate a particular

point.. It's at times a difficult role, but I think that it's an
important part of the political process. You are never going to have

everybody on your side. When you're dealing with the public function of

running a school district, you must do so wikhout obviously alienating

voters.
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Why should we be involved in the political process? A very obvious
reason is budgeting. For everything, we have to go to the people,
whether it is for your annual levies, or tax bases, or bond issues. We

have to bd political because the people have to be sold on education
today. We have tne circumstance that in our own district every year when
we look through the data, we see the results of elections from years
past; and up to the mid 60s, the budget was approved the first time.
Since then, we vote two, three, four times a year. People have to be
sold on education today. Part of it, I think, is a society-wide
disillusionment with government; but it's a fact that you must convince
the people that what you are doing is right, and we are spending money
wisely. That's a political job--to sell the people on what we're doing.

The selling of people on education also entails for most of us the fact
that our citizenry.is changing. You don't.have a population that is
purely the local folk who grew up there. You are having people moving in
and out. We're only 25 miles north of the California border, so we have
a lot of people .who leave California. They have no children here--their
children are grown; perhaps they moved to California from somewhere else
even, and they have no ties to the school. A superintendent from another
district spoke to us two or three years ago when many of us were having a
real problem passing budget levies. That district has a high senior
citizen population--people that just have no connection with the
schools. They had to get politically involved to pass their levies. The

board did go out and invqlve those people. They told them about the
schools, they brought them in, and they made them learn about them. I

think that that's something that you can't take for granted--that people
coming into your community are going to learn about and know about your
schools. Far too many Of them have no children who'll ever attend those
schools, so you must go out and 'show them.

Legislative involvement has been mentioned. Obviously, that's a.

significant problem. Every year you deal with new and wonderful things
that come from Salem,.Washington, sometimes from the county governments,
and that's a purely political process. The legislative process is
critical to us, since-funding is not simply at the local level--it also
involves state and federal levels--sq we must be involved with the State
Legislature, and it's.important to have some input at the federal level
as well. That's part of running a local school district--being involved
in state and national funding processes.

We were asked to identifir effective and ineffective political involvement
by board members. We have he effect of the OEA and the NEA's
involvement in the legislative process that is forcing board members to
be politically active. TWo yei.Irs,ago the OEA trUmpeted that 64 of 76

people they supported were elected in the State Legislature and Senate.
Now, perhaps school board members would have supported an equally iarge

number. libat that meant, though., was that OKA was giving mbney to these

64 people who won. They weren't the sole contrihutors, but obviously,
when they're playing that kind of a significant role in getting people
sent to Salem and nationally (they are one of the two or tbree largest

.
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lobbying groups today), as board members we must become involved in
electing people. I think that the formation,of the-Tederal Department of
Education is an effective result of school members (maybe ineffective at
the same time because many people feel that that is purely an NEA-cre-ated
entity). The National School Boards Association worked vary hard for
formation of the Department as well. I think that an example of where
school board members can be effective was the sustaining of the
governor's veto of a Senate Bill last year, which would have greatly
opened up the collective bargaining process. At the same time the number
of collective bargaining statutes that we've had represents acase where
board'members were ineffective. We were not able to sway the Legislature
so that they gave us greater power. We keep trying every year, but
obviously that's an area where we are not being as effective. On the
local level, many of you may have been involved in the past years with
the EDA funding of public works grants. In our own district we were
effective in a purely political process. Those were administered by
cities or counties.' In round two, school districts could qualify. Our
district had to.make an effort by appearing at the City Council, by
threatening to go ,to the Regional Offices in Seattlein effect to force
our city to approve a portion of the funding for %he local school
district. It was a case of one entity versus another, but we were
fortunate to get some funds from that. Ballot Measure 6, just recer'.ly
defeated, I think is an example of, again, school board members being
effective in getting things done in the political process.

C.

How do You get involved in politics outside the school board? Many of

you are probably involved in legislative campaigns. I think it is
important that you get to know those lecal representatives. Sometimes
you have to deal with people that you don't really like, but you have to
make the effort to keep them informed of what you're doing. You have to
ask them to contact you when matters affecting education are before
them. Volunteer to help when you can do so. You know that DEA is,going
to help legislators. I think we have to do it as well. You have to let
the legislators know that you will tell them about an issue so that they
can have some feel for the local situation. For example, our district
was fortunate enough this week to pass a major bond issue, and we got
that done with a purely political campaigncommittees( brochures, door
to door, the whole route. That's just what a bond issueis all about;
it's a political process.

I think that in the long run we are going to be more aild more involved in
dealing with these other governments, and that heightens the political
role we have to play. A part of our bond issue will be to build another
high school. We have to get some property annexed to the city, so we
have to know who is going to be ori the City Council. You find yourself
in so many areas today having to deal with other governments in land
use. Five years ago we were asked by the County to comment on
subdivision, and we told them, "We don't care; you put subdivisions in;
we build schools as we need to." That's what we saw our role in land use
to be. After the Attorney General rendered an opinion that planning
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.bodies'had to include plannipg for schools, we finally said, "O.K.,
you're ri4ht; we have to be involved in land use by telling people
whether it's good, bad, or indifferent as to location of subdivisions and

other improvements."

Being on'a school board in years past may have been an easy spot and you

were above politics. You aren't today; we're in it all the way.

tate Legislator

I've just com off a successful campaign in which I was challenged by a

teacher--Pas President of the National Education Association--one who is

still a memler of the State Board of Directors of the OEA. She had the

full force qf the OEA behind her. So, if my remarks are-somehow tempered
and somewhad biased, you'll understand that I intend to provide you with

the perspect'ive from that side. So be it.

I also just finished knocking on about 4,000 doors in my district,
somettling that not too'many school board members do, but I feel that's a

very important technique. It really puts you in touch with the people,

particularly when you're,an incumbent. You heat a lot of gripes. It

isn't just a matter of going from door to doot, but frequently I get
asked insidd"to hear what the people have on their minds. They've got a

lot on their minds about education, and I'll touch on that in a few

moments.

School board members are politicians in a number of ways--yoU're
listeners, you're communicators, and this is a two-way communication.
Not only do you listen to your constituents and what they're
communicating to you, but also your job is communicating back to them

what is going on in your schools, what policies you're consideringin a,
sense molding opinion out in your community and gathering support for,

those policy decisions that you're making as a board. You're

compromisers. You compromise, not on principles, but you learn to-
compromise the means to an end; that's the way we get thingb done.
Compromise sometimes carries a bad connotation. At one point during the
campaign in a debate that my opponent and I were having, we Were' asked
about how we view the word "compromise," and,I was quick to point.out
that is not a compromise of principle. I don't think that,we should'eNier'
compromise our principles, but there is always room,for compromise and
the means to reach that end. You're policy makers, and that's what a

politician is. You are articulators. You have to relate your policies

and your intent, as I said before, in a two-waYN comunicatiOn.
:

But let me focus myself on one thing that I don't'thinkvhai heen focused
on up to this point, and that is that you:late reptes6ntatives. You're
elected; YOu represent the people who have elected 'You to your boar.1

positi s. Youialso represent back to.those peOple your edUcation

proce and your policy. One of, the things I found at the doors when

pealfIe would talk about education is.that they_felt-that too frequently
.school boards are just the puppets of, and spokespersons for, the
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administration. I think you've,got a problem there/ and You've got a job
and a challenge ahead of you, because you haVe-t6 d9mmUn4ate with those
people that you do represent them as Well. So 4f here is one girection
of emphasis in your work as school baird mpmbers, I thinkthat js in

*4.

improving your communication-yourindividual_communidation--with your
community.

Why political involvement? Weil, again I am going yo tough on d6ething-
that has been mentioned, but not4in the detail that I -am going to,discuss
here. 'The first thing I:wrotedown--the best reason for political*
involvement--is the opposition. There is opposition out there, not only
in the community, but also the OEA and the NEA are exttemelY pow4rfill
forces.in education today. Let me tell you how OEA getsinvolved in
campaigns. Most special interest grodpd will have a lobbyist or a
representative Who will contact,legislatorp ancicandidates,, telling them
what the aims and the principles of the ogganirzation arg. 'They may offer'
a contribution, answer questions, and maybe e'en offer to-reoruit some
volunteers that belong to their organization's, and.that's...

.

OEA gets involved totally--they run.damaign safpols for ths people that
they're running, they provide heavy finances; they,providg voldiiteers.
Believe me, teach4s vote Probably on a,better percenEage.level than any
other group. They,are totallrAnvolved.: My oiSponent said time and
again, particularly as:We spoke before :each4r:groups "teachers must get
involved to be part of oue oinl destinies." 'And in fact, they ate well
organized andrwell financed. In the 1978 general election, the Oregon
Education Association spent the second,highest amount of moneOn
campaigns of anylobby group in the state of'Oregon. They've turned, I
feel, from hieing an education association and really lobbying for a broad
range of education interêsts,'to being ohe*of single purpose, and that is
lobbying for and promoting'teachers' employment conditiOnfi, and rights.

After,this last legislative session, I talked to a lot of people in the
:education community trying to get a feel as to what programs 0EA'was
**promoting and what programs OSBA and COSA (Confederation of School
Administrators) were promoting. It was pretty uniform among those who
were coming from the sOlool board/management side, but when it came to
lobbying for kids' issues and Programs, when it came to lobbying for the
broader community interests, the lobbyist for OEA said to the lobbyists
for casA and OSBA, "You fellows do it," and they did it. When it came to
lobbying for strictly teacher management issues, employment relations and
collective bargaining, that's where you saw OEA. And so I think that,
unfortunately, they've narrowed their focus. That makes it even more
important'that you do the job because you're perhaps not going to get the
help on those issues that we had some time ago.

They're aggressive in seeking aims in the legislature that they couldn't
get and cannot get at the bargaining table--fair dismissal for
probationary teachers, reduction in retirement age without actuarial
loss, and various terms into the mandatory bargaining and out of the
penmissive bargaining areas. And they will be back asking for these
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things because they have not been able to get them at the bargaining
table. You are necessary in this process, and :t's absolutely necessary
that more of you get icvolved and that you bring your communities in with
you in order to simply present the alternative points of view and to
provide a balance in the minds of the legislators. On those issues in
which we and the teachers agree, it can simply double the emphasis
there. I think that you've got a role here, and I just want to tell you
the other side is way ahead of you right now.

I'm now goirg to talk about how you can do an effective job of lobbying.
First, know your Ptuff, know your facts, that's of critical importance.
Know your legislators; know what they know and what they do not know;
know their backgrounds; know where they're coming from. Have absolute
candor and absolute honesty. There's nothing worse you can do in the
Oregon legislative process--and you only have to do it once and you're
lost forever--that is, if you ever mislead somebody. You can be mistaken
and you can correct your mistakes, but if you ever tell somebody one
thing and they find out "it ain't so," then you've lost them. I want to

emphasize how important it is to meet with and get on a first name basis
with your legislators, and now in the off season is the time to do it.
Ekxn't wait until the session begins. In our county we are going to be
having a dinner with the recently elected and reelected legislators,
school superintendents and board members. If I can add another jab here,.
I get tired of going to those dinners and sitting down only with school
superintendents. I'd like to see more board members at those meetings.
We are lucky if we maybe get the chairmen from the boards. We really
dkxn't get broad participation. I feel it's important that we get the
perspective and we get frank discussion not only between ourselves and
our administrators, but also between ourselves and you as elected

representatives. I think we have a lot of empathy and a lot in common by
the very fact we are elected.

I suggest you prepare a fact book .)oput your school district or

districts It would contain a lot of information: school population,

makeup of the population, teachers, and budgets. This is given each
session to the legislators. It's nice when you are considering
legislation to be able to relate specifically back to your own
community. And that leads into this matter of issues. When you want to
relate your positions on the issues to your legislators, the fact book
helps to identify specifically with the issue, organize your
presentacion--whether it's in writing, orally, or as a group. SometiMes
it helps you to provide atbrief background, and it's particularly
important to relate back to your local situation. I cannot over
emphasize how important it is to relate things back home, because while
'm ccncerned about education in the state , I can sure relate a lot

ot 'ter if you can tell me how it is and how things will be affected.
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Try to make your arguments retional, logical and ordered. Don't be

threatening. Nothing turns me off more than a lobbyist who comes in and

threatens me. The professional lobbyist knows his business--knows not to

do that, and we have no problem. But we run into problems with some
single interest lobbyists, some citizen lobbists who have a single
interest in mind. They come in and they say, "You better listen to me.
Folks back in the district are saying this, and if you don't vote this
way we'll so out and work against you," and so forth. Well, human nature
be.ng what it is--you back me into a corner, my back is going to get
stiff and my ears are suddenly going to get wax in them, and you're not
going to be effective. Finally, keep it simple. That's what they always
say to politicans when we stand up on the floor and want to argue and

debate, and a) on and on. So try to keep your arguments fairly crisp and

concise.

Earlier, I related the fact that while knocking on doors, I found that a
lot of people were suspicious of boards, suspicious that they were rimply
in the hands of the administration, and these are the people that are

putting the squeeze on finances. I think that we have a job to communi-
cate back to these people that we are doing a job and to allay their
fears and their suspicions. How would you answer a constituent who says
tc y u, "I think our local district is top heavy in administrators," or
le (.,on't need this program." How many of you know what kind of programs

,Ju have that people may consider frills? How long has it been since you

looked at your own curriculum? These are kinds of things that I know the
people out on the door steps, are asking. It may behoove you sometime to
go out there on a weekend, knock on a few doors, and ask them what they
do think of education in your community. You may learn some things that
will help you be better, more effective School board members, and betteror
politicians in that sense.

To.sum up on how you can be involved, I chink I've touched on a number of
things that you can do. You can work on your own school campaigns,
whether they are budgets, bonds, iSsues, or board campaigns... You call get

inyolved in legislative campaigns. You can contribute to CARE, which is
the pol.itical action committee for the school boards and school adminis

traors. I think more people should be contributing,to that or making
individual contributions. I mentioned meeting %nth your legislators in
round-table discussions, and don't stay away from those. There are a lot

of things that you could do--simply writing, petitioning, contacting,
being involved; but do so, and don't leaye it to the few, because I can
only ead.by saying the other side iswell organized. You'd better

recognize that, and it just tells me th...t it's all the more important
tnat you be involved, too..
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HOW CAN ASSOCIATIONS BE EFFECTIVE IN A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY?*

Twenty-three years ago, at about the iid-Point of my 6-year stint as the
first, full-time public relations director of the Washington Education
Association, I interviewed, over a 6-month period,,school board members, PTA
officers, lay advisory commitLee members, superintendents and teachers in more
than 100 school districts to determine the factors that made special school
levy and bond elections successful -or that conspired to produce failures.

I learned many things and found

example, that the role of board
to the campaign's outcome. If

if its members showed little c
board was publicly split in i
was rejected.

When the board worked behi
school measures passed fo

School board leadership
leadership was shoulde
front, publicly coord*

raising funds for th
so on, chances for

From this experie
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einforcement for many others. I learned, for
members during a school campaign was the key
school board members took a hands-off policy,

oncern for the campaign's outcome, or if the
ts support, 3 times out of 5 the school measure

nd the scenes with various community groups, 2
r each 1 filat failed.

, I found, really produced results. When the bulk of

red by board members, when board members got out in
nating the efforts of others, speaking fo: the measure,
campaign, arranging publicity, answering opponents and

uccess increased to 3 times out of 4.

nce, I learned

w people will do the right thing without strong leadership;

broad school support requires direct and strong leadership;

united leaders produce more support than divided leadership;

at electe6 board members have more credibility when they act
ogether publicly in a strong community leadership role than any

other person or group;

that schools have more credibility (as their elected board members
do)--and enjoy more public support--when citizens are told by board

members what is expected of them, in order to have good schools,
rather than when citizens are simply asked by board members what

their schools can,do for them.

*Presens;ed to the National Association of State School B,:ards Association
Executives, Salishan, Oregon, August 11, 1976, by C. Mongomery Johnson.
C. Montgomery Johnson has operated his own consulting firm since 1971. He has

specialized in increasing the public support fur public schools and community
colleges, increasing the organizational effectiveness of voluntary
associations and consulting in both ballot and candidate elections in six

western states.
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During this same early period in my career, as the legislative lobbyist for
WEA ana for the Allied School Forces (a confederation consisting of the State
School Directors' Association, state education association, PTA, classified
employees' association and the office of public instruction), I learned of the
tragic ineffectiveness of the school directors in the state education
family--mainly, t se_med, because school board members and their association
spokespersons could not decide whether they were representatives of the
problems of big districts or of small ones, representatives of what the
constitutents in their respective districts said they wanted from their
schools or didn't want from their annual property tax statements, . . .whether
they were leaders of school public opinion or followers of it.

Following the six years as WEA's public relations directortand lobbyist--while
I was Wlshington manager of public affairs and lobbyist for the Weyerhaeuser
Company, I also spent 6 years on the Vashon Island School Board. This little
district "enjoyed" the lowest assessed valuation per child among the 40 or so
school districts in our county, one of the lowest (that means worst) salary
schedules for teachers and a very, very, modest (that means limited and that
mean!: poor) educational program.

During the first month we lived on the Island, we received a postcard Monday
night before a Tuesday school levy election. The message was simple. It

read: "Vote No against the school levy as a protest against your school board

members." It was anonymously signed: "Your Concerned Neighbors." The levy
was beaten--by about 2 to 1.

I learned many things, quickly, on Vashon Island

that as school boards go, and by State School Directors' Association
standards. Vashon's board was pretty good;

that, while the Vashon board was made up of rledicated, strong-willed
citizens, its members couldn't agree on what they really were
supposed to do as board members;

that the public liked the individual board members (all had been
re-elected at least once and several many times) but agreed that its
school boaremembers couldn't agree on what they really were doing as
board members;

that people can believe that an organization's members are okay and
still not have confidence, or just much faith, in the organization
itself.

During the eight years I lobbied for Weyerhauser and for the Association of
Washington Industries, I reinforced my six years lobbying-learning for
education with furth.r knowledge. I learned during this 14-year period that
there are four basic elements that make up an effective lobbying effort for

interest groups and associations:

First, the association must develop reliable data, information that fill stand
up when looked at by the liberal and the conservative, the highly
sophisticated and the less so, by the association's friends and by its
antagonists.
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Second, the association must disseminate that information through the hands of
credible representativei (lobbyists) whose word is gocd on both sid-as of the
aisle.

Tnird, the association must develop a cohesive membership on whatever issues
it deems important enough to take a position--members who are not expecte& to,
think alike, but who must act together.

And frurth, the association's members, statewide, must work at home, in their
respective local communitirs, to stimulate the local constituency to respond
to public officials, both year 'round and during legislative decision-making
periods, saying the same things to these officials that their lobbyists are
saying when they talk to the public officials.

Because of a short-fall on at least one or more of these four critical
elements, I observed during this period of my activities why the State School
Directors' Association was a miserable failure, relatively, in the public
influence arena in my state.

Twelve yeas ago my "reward" for being
election of Governor Dan Evans was to
elected, but also full-time salaried,
committee. Here one must learn fast.
quick or the dead.

one of the key persons in the successful
serve 3 consecutive 2-year terms as
chairman of the G.O.P. state central
For in this role thete are only the

During the 6-year period, in a state that is at best 3 parts Republican to 5
parts Democrat, I succeeded in worn to re-elect a g,..vern&, re-elect a
secretary of state, elect an attorney general and gain control of the state
house of representatives in 3 successive elections. That latter trick had not
been previously done in 40 years (nor since).

Particularly, during this period I learned, first hand,

chat to be effective, you do not become bogged down with "managing"
anything; you concentrate on "leading." Leaders are hard to come
by.. You can hire managers.

that if you wait for the people to tell you what they want, whether
it be for schools or roads or whatever, you will hear often from the
noisy and greedy ones and wait a lifetime to hear the majority.

-- that you will not be given power to act if you seeK power for
yourself; but you will have the power to act when Your actions are
perceived to be the actions of persons the public trusts.

that true power does not automatically stem from, nor accompany,
elected personal position, party rule or even public law. Power (and
that equates with effectiveness) flows from those who want something
to persons whom those who want something trust, and that means to
persons who are perceived as not wanting power for thmselves but only
for the public interest. It flows to persons who have communicated
reclularly, candidly and honestly with the public, continuously, year
'round. It flows to persons who, once having made a decision or
commitment affecting the public, don't double-cross the public by

changing that decision under pressure.
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During this same period I learned

that you cannot be very effective without making waves, because (as
the tug boat knows) if you're not making waves, you are standing
still.

that ycu can be effective if you oppose nonsense, but you will not be
successful if you oppose change.

-- that there is a clear distinction in the public's mind between
popolarity and respect. (Popularity will merely gain you public
tolerance. 1.(espect will earn you public approval.)

that you gain neither enemies nor allies when you set modest goals
and take up relatively noncontroversial tasks. But, while you,
inevitably gain enemies when you set major goals and tackle
controversial problems, you will also attract allies who make
achievement of your goal possible.

Six years ago I retired from personal partisan politics to set up my own
communications consulting business. We spend much time helping clients who
range from school districts to statewide associations of school
administrators, teachers, bankers, labor unions, community colleges and
private corporations. We specialize in sampling community attitudes,
increasing organizational effectiveness in governmental affairs, running
election campaigns and in creating (or recreating) support for public

education. In the the course of helping clients gain voter approval of about
$575 millions in construction bonds and operating levies, and carrying out
other efforts during this past 6 years, we have conducted some 25 to 30 local
district and statewide attitude surveys. We have learned a lot about public
opinion, voter behavior and school support.

We have learned

that not many people really know what local school boards do or are
supposed to be doing.

-- that most people think school boards have somewhat more influence in
local school district policies and programs than school
administrators, but that parents have practically none.

that parents have a pretty good idea about what goes on in public
schools on a day-to-day basis but practically no idea about what
educational goals are.

that in any given district, on any given subject, more people feel
they are less satisfactorily informed than satisfactorily informed.

that, overwhelmingly, the public feels teachers should be held more
accountable for the educational progress of their students, and
administrators shoLld be held more accountable for the educational
competency of teachers; but the public doesn't know who to hold
accountable for these objectives because school boards tend to blame
someone else when asked.
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During the past six years I have also had reinforced much learning that has

been persnally experienced over the past 30 years--learning about
associations, association personnel and problems, associations of school
persons, business persons, professional persons, associations of private

corporations, lay citizens, public agencies, public corporations, public
officials and of politicians. I have, repeatedly, learned

that associationS or 'persons or groups of persons can be described

and have characteristics nearly identical to individual persons

. . .there are actors and there are reactors. . .associations that

are extrovertish o- introvertish. . .associations that are socially

involved or act socially alienated. . .associations seemingly

established to protect what the members already have, or esti.:Dlished

to serve better the gen?ral welfare. . .associations that try to keep

bad things from happenirg or those who try to cause better things to

happen.

that there are associdtioas which, like political fanatics, are
always adopting programs to redouble their efforts after losing sight

of their objectives (if they ever had clearly detined objectives in

the first place).

that too many associations 1.slich have worthy public missions have

elected leaders and paid staff who seem more preoccupied with setting

up or distributing politically palatabl placebos to members than

with devoting themselves to the more dangerous task of getting the

association's mission accomplished.

that too many associations identify "enemies" rather than problems

and set safe courses designed to cope with "the enemy" rather than
sound goals designed to overcome the true problems standing in the

way of their basic mission.

that tco many associations which originally were established out of
need to solve a grave injustice or satisfy an obvious social need

today, have shifted their efforts to protecting a greater injustice
or standing in the way of meeting social need because they seem

unwilling or unable to adapt to a different set of circumstanp:i than
the ones in existence at their time of origin.

With this background, then, let's look at the five working words in our

discussion question "How Can Associations Be Effective in a Pluralistic

Society?"

(1) "Society" - For our purposes I suggest that "society" includes not

only all people, collectively constituting,a community of related,
Interdependent individuals but also all 219_,L.22as of people constituting a

community of related, interdependent associations nf individuals that have

personalities like individuals.
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(2) "Pluralistic" - This is the theory, philosophically, that says
reality is composed of a multiplicity of ultimate beings or principles or

entities. For our purposes, it is the recognition that a "pluralistic"
society consists not only of more than one kind of person (of which there are
many near-duplicate copies) but also of more than one kind of association

(which take on all the personality characteristics of individual persons and
of which there are many near-duplicate copies of each). Accepting these

"grounds," then, we can accept the premise that effective associations have

many of the same qualities of effective persons, aLd ineffective associations

suffer the same qualities and characteristics as ineffectual individuals.

(3) "Association" - To "associate" is to join in companionship or action,

or to connect in thought. Associations in our pluralistic society function
mainly on one or the other of these person-oriented premises: either that

or

a. Man is born perfect but has within the instruments of his own
destruc, on (thus we must join together to protect ourselves
from ourselves),

b. Man alone among the animals is created incomplete, but with the
capacity to complete himself (and thus we must join together in
the mission to raise man closer toward completeness).

An association of persons, and groups of persons, who have been elected to set

the public policy and public programs authorized by the public to raise the
level of the public's education, then, has one clear, over-riding mission. It

is not to "manage" or "engineer" something. It is not to "control" or simply

"oversee" something. It is to advocate education. . .not to be the apologists

for education, or the rationalizers of education, but to be the public's
organized, elected advocates for education.

(4) "Effective" - To advocate public education effectively, the
adjectives "conclusively," "adequately," and "productively" are among the

first that come to mind. The concepts "effective in relation to man's
capacity to learn" and "effective in relation to our known ability for
improving man's capacity to be better educated" are among the first that come

to mind.

(5) "How" - "How to be effective?"

Someone has recently observed that "associations of school teachers are
power-oriented; associations of school administrators are money-oriented; and
associations of school board members are dis-oriented. . .only the public is

education-oriented."

That's a hell of a thing to think up and a worse thing to laugh at.
hnforcunately, there is just enough truth in the perception of that
observation so that when you throw it against the barn, it sticks.
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The inference in the observation, at least as I see it, is not that there is

anything really wrong with teachers or their associations wanting power, or
school administrators or their associations danting more money for education

or the public being deeply interested in public education. The bad inference
is that school boards and their associations don't really have it together.
Members aren't certain why they are on the local board. . .local boards aren't

certain what their mission is. State, ::-..cciations aren't sure, from year to

year, what they are going to program because they haven't figured out who is
going to shoot at them or at education from which angle on which subject; or
they haven't figured out what the next set of officers might want to
do--or--you name it.

Until a comfortable majority of school board members, local school boards and
state associations of boards, become genuine, clear-minded, like-minded,
aggressive advocates for better public education, they'll continue to be
by-passed by others who are, or who see in the organizational system of public
education the means to accomplish some narrower or lesser goal..

School boards and their associations are something like a loaf of day-old

bread. They don't make your mouth water, they aren't really good enough to
keep, but they are not quite bad enough to throw out. But, like day-old

bread, they sort of sit on the shelf, waiting for things to happen while they
become less palatable as time passes.

A highly regarded schoc,. man recently observed that local school districts and
local school boards are not obsolete, although some of their behavior may be.

So how to be effective?

Eric Hoffer, in his book The True Believer, observes, "If you would lead the

people, you must first find where they are."

There is one truth more basic than that. . .if you would lead the peOple, you

must first find ,dhere you are.

School boards' associations are the organizations of local board members and
boards elected and authorized, not to run the schools, but to set policy and
bet programs and to see that local public schools are run eff-ctively. Your

members are the executors of the future. . .if they are not the advocates of

public education, what then can they, or we, believe in?

They must know that--and believe that. Your association responsibility is to

assure that.

It is not enough that boards' associations, local boards and individual
members believe in more effective school management, or in local lay control

of education, as contrasted with control by the teaching profession or some

other level of government. It is not enough that you not believe in what
others want of the school system, or not believe in what others would do in

your roles if you were not there.
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Public education and the system of locally controlled lay boards have largely

relied on the ILoderately,advantaged, middle class in America for support and

for board personnel. But like the mistreated minorities in America today,

this advantaged middle class (yes, and school boards and boards' associations)
are also becoming alienated from our culture. . .blame the decline in our

self-esteem, the success of modern science, the abandonment of religious
faith, the proliferation of mass media and the means of communication. Blame

whomever and whatever.

The road back from society's disassociation with school boards and boards'

associations is through greater social involvement--both internally, within

4 our associations, and externally, within our "pluralistic society."

Earlier, I pointed out that association effectiveness in the legislative

process depends on (1) having reliable data, (2) presented and disseminated by

credible spokespersons, (3) a cohesive association membership on issues, and

(4) membership working within its respective communities to stimulate uniform

community response to public officials, year 'round, on issues judged vital to

the association's mission.

To achieve a cohesive membership (which is basic to yovr ability to be

effective) you must first have involvement in your association's affairs. Not

just attendance, but honest involvement.

To get involvement, you must set up something that attracts involvement.

To attract involvement, you must convince poential participants they'll

benefit from involving themselves.

To convince potential participants they'll benefit, you've got to create a

program in wIlich participants feel they'll get more than they give. . .or at

least as much.

To do that, your programs must be put together by people who are at least as

innovative, disciplined,'smart, aggressive and able communicators as the

persons they seek to attract.

(In other words, if we were talking about an effective school, teachers would

have to be better educatedq-more experienced and better communicators than the

students; and if we are talking about an association, the professional staff

and volunteer leadership must pull together people and programs that offer not

just something different for the membership, but something better than what

they've experienced elsewhere, or previously; not just something innovative,

but something useful and truly relevant to them in their own endeavors.)

To achieve effective membership involvement in your local communities, I

suggest several "attitude adjustmentst" for openers.

When your local boards are confronted with staff negotiations and collective
bargaining matters,, how about remembering that ,,out role is not to turn staff

and board members into an advocate-adRersary relationship just because the law

seems to force you momentarily into that pOsition. How about perceiving

yourselves as the bridge, the means through which school staff and school

public accommodate their respective valid concerns and merge these concerns

into a "going concern" for educatiOn.
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When you are lobbying for more money or less control or whatever, how about
remembering that the local schools are not your schools and the schools'
problems are not your problems; they are the communities' schools and the
communities' problems. You are again the bridge. . .the means through which
supporting coalitions are fc.-med to solve the problems.

To gain respect, to gain credibility, to become more effective, how about
'adjusting your attitudes (singly and collectively) toward public opinion about
schools and about board membere. Someone has suggested "the feeble tremble
before public opinion, the foolish defy it, the wise judge it, and the
skillful direct it."

The success of no endeavor devised by persons within our "pluralistic society"
is more crucial to mankind's future than the effective execution of our public
system of education. The success of this system relies almost exclusively on
public opinion. School directors, boards and their associations can become
effective in this pluralistic society of ours when they determine it is
necessary to direct public opinion toward greater involvement, investment and
support in our public schools, rather than follow it:

When you decide to act to influence public opinion, not to react
exclusively to influences within it.

When you worry less about who is influencing the character of today's
schools and more about how to coalesce these interests into more
meaningful, over-all support for public education.

Historically, tle public has allowed its institutions to languish, be
dissolved or replaced for one of two reasons: (1) the original need for which
a particular institution was created no longer exists (the public's problem
has been solved) or (2) the pxoblem and the need persists, but the institution
functioned poorly (it acted insufficiently, irrelevantly, irresponsibly or
unresponsively, in relation to peoples' expectations).

Obviously (at least to me), there has never been a time when there was greater
reason for school boards and their associations to provide public educational
leadership and direction.

And never a time when members, boards and their associations had less excuse
not to.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This unit of the Building Bridges Workshop is concerned with the local
politics of education and the school board's role in them.

Politics, for the purpose of this workshop, is defined as the competiticn
surrounding the definition :Ind control of policy. Political decisions, as
policy decisions, determine who gets what, how, and when, in Laswell's classic

phrase.

Clearly, there are political (though not particularly partisan) dimensions to

boardsmanship at the local level. Board decisions and policies regarding

school programs, budget and program cuts, school closures, desegregation, and
many other matters are made in a political environment of competing pressures,

values and constituencies.

How a board handles its basic political responsibilities to be representative,
to be responsive, and to engage in influencing and being influenced provide

the focal points for this workshop.

Through your participation in the workshop proceedings and activities, you
will gain more understanding of the political dimensions of boardsmanship and
how you and other participants view your roles and responsibilities. You will

not find °the right answers' here. As always, these will come as a result of

your own board and district solutions to problems it may be facing.

1
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WORKSHEET 1: ELECTIONS

Please recall your first (or most recent) election to the school board.
Answer the following questions candidly and be prepared to discuss your ideas.

1. Why did you stand for election to the board? What expectations did you
have?

2. Why did community members vote for you? What expectations did they have?

1111111111111111



IDEA PAPER 1: PUBLIC EXPECTATIONS FOR SCHOOL BOARDS

School board elections in each community take on a unique character depending

upon issues, personalities of candidates, the record of the incumbent board
and public perceptions and sentiments. Nevertheless, communities tend to have
some enduring expectations for their school boards, as identified by
Goldhammer in his 1964 study. Community members expect their school boards to:

o Promote the public and common interest

o Uphold community values and traditions

o Listen to grievances and concerns

o Supervise the professional educators

o Conserve community resources

o Promote rights and interests

More recent information confirms these notions. Newly elected school board
members in a 1979 survey reported that the most important issues in their
campaigns were:

o School taxes

o Rising costs

o The instructional program

o The superintendent's performance

o Student discipline

Many board members report that improvement of school programs is their first
priority when running for a board position. However, most report that after
their election, issues such as collective bargaining, the budget and buildings
demand most of their time and attention.
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WORKSHEET2: STYLES -IF REPRESENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE
-c

For each pair of statements below, circle the one (A or B) which best
represents your views.

1. A. As an elected official, my job is to represent the views of the
*public in board decisions.

B. Whatever community sentiment, my job is to exercise my own judgment

in board decisions.

2. A. The board shoufd,actively be in charge of the policy making process.

B. The superintendent should present the board with policy
recommendations.

3. A. I seek the opinions of my constituents in the community in important
decisions before the board.

B. I seek out broad community opinion in important board decisions.

4. A. Candidates for board positions should campaign on their philosophies
and the issues.

B. Campaigns for board positions should be based upon the stature of
the candidates.

5. A. The superintendent should present alternative policy recommendations
with an even hand.

B. The superintendent should present his/her preference in policy
recommendations to the board.

6. A. The board should hold the superintendent strictly accountable for
carrying out board policies.

B. The board should give the superintendent broad latitude in carrying
out board policies.
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7.Q.A. The board's most important function is as a legislative,
policy-making body.

B. The board's most important task is in selecting the superintendent.

8. A. I seek out the opinions of my constituents in decisions before the
board.

B. Board decisions should be based upon the good of the entire school
district.

9. A. Board members are accountable to the community for their performance.

B. Whatever community sentimeht may be, I was elected to exercise my
own judgment in board decisions.

10. A. The board should actively be in charge àf the policy process.

B. The superintendent should be given broad latitude for carrying out
board policies.

5
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WORKSHEET 3: SCORING THE REPRESENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

In the chart below, circle the letter you chose for each item: Then, add the
number of letters in each column.

ITEM 1 A B

2 A B

3 A B

4 A B

5 A B

6 A B

7 A . B

8 . A B

9 A B

10 A B

TOTAL TOTAL
(Delegate Style) (Trustee Style)

GRAPHING YOUR SCORES

In the graph below, plot your scores from the questionnaire above, and draw a
line from the 0 point to intersect with your plotted scores.

Delegate
Style

,

10

5-

(5.5)

1

5 10
t

Trustee Style
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IDEA PAPER 2: INTERPRETING YOUR SCORES ON THE REPRESENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

The political styles assessment activity is designed to give you a "reading"
of how, you see your political role as a board member.

As a result of the assessment activity, you should have a score for both
delegate and trustee styles. There are no °right answers" in this activity.
Rather, your score should tell you which of these styles you prefer and are
most comfortable with.

The delegate and trustee styles are really styles of representation. The
delegate views his/her job as representing the views of constituents (public,
community, in,terest groups, etc.) in board decision-making processes. The
trustee, on the other hand, views his/her job as exercising personal judgment
in decisfon-making processes. The delegate views his/her election as "sending
a message" from the electorate. The trustee sees his/her election as a
mandate to vote his/her conscience in issues before the board.

In reality, many board members will,exercise both political styles, depending
upon the issue at hand, community sentiment, other board members' positions
and the position of the superintendent. Thus, if your scores show that you
employ both delegate and trustee styles, you are a mature and sophisticated
board "politician."

If your scores indicate that yours is primarily a delegate style, you nay wish
to think about the following questions:

o Am I so committed to constituent groups that I don't have latitude
for compromise in decisions before, the board?

Does my position regarding accountability give the superintendent
adequate latitude to carry out policies of the board?

If your scores show that yours is primarily a trustee sEyle, you may wish to
consider the following questions:

7.

Am I in touch and aware enough of community values, sentiments and
opinions?

Do I adequately examine, with my fellow board members and
superintendent, all of the alternatives before deciding upon a policy
direction?

7 ill
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WORKSHEET 4: RESPONSIVENESS

Please complete the sentence below. Use as many ideas as you wish.

\
\

A school board is responsive to its community When. . . .

\ .. ,

8
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IDEA PAPER 3: SCHOOL BOARD RESPONSIVENESS

Introduction

We Americans expect our elected representatives to be responsive to our
problems, needs, ideas and concerns.

School board members, as politicians, are deeply involved with the problems of
representative and responsive local government. The board is the "court of
last resort" for a variety of community, parent and staff requests, proposals
and grievances. The board is tie embodiment of local control of the schools.
School board policies attempt to treat equitably and fairly the problems and
issues felt by many in the school community.

Local Pressures and Responsiveness

Which proposali are reasonable? Which criticisms are valid?

o HoW widespread is the perception of the problem in the community?

What is the school system already doing to.address a particular issue?

o How should I as an individual board member respond to a citizen's
request for assistance?

o What will it cost?

These are some of the questions that board members ask themselves, each other
and the superintendent when confronted with criticisms, problems and
suggestions for improvement.

School board responsiveness to the public must be different from reaction to
immediate pressures and problems. This is so because effective board response
is on a policy basis, rather than on an individual 1.roblem basis. A policy is
a decision which the board would make in essentially the same way time after
time. Having the policy in written form available to the public and staff
means that the board won't have to make the decision over and over.

Policy decisions tend to be long-range decisions regardiag direction of the
4

school system.

Kinds of Responsiveness

When we say that a local school board is or is not responsive to the public,
what do we mean?



1

A recent study (Salisbury, 1980) shows that community activists (citizen
volunteers on advisory committees, school programs and other activities)
equate the quality of the school system with the responsiveness of the school
board.to their requests and concerns. If the board listened to the concerns
and recommepdations of these citizen activists, they rated the school system
and programs highly. On the other hand, when the board did not demonstrate
this kind of respOnsiveness, citizen activists rated the quality of the
schools much lower.

Responsiveness of gove.rnment, including local school boards, can mean five
different things. Moreover, a board might be responsive in one of these five
areas, and not responsive in others. Tucker and Ziegler (1977) identified the
following kinds of responsiveness:

o Policy'Responsiveness. This refers to the match between the board's
poliCies or policy conduct and constituents preferences and
demands. School boards generally rate highly in this area.

o Service Responsiveness. This refers to the advantages and benefits

which board members are able to obtain Ear particular constituents.
Interestingly, school boards rate very highly in this kind of
responsiveness. The high rating is due not so much as a result of
board action but as a result of referrals the board or its members
make tfirough administrative channels.

o Public Goods Responsiveness. This refers to advantages or benefits
Which the board can obtain for the constituency as a whole. This
kind of'responsiveness is not as applicable to school boards as it is
to politicians Who represent a district or a state.

ss.

o Symbolic Responsiveness. This' refe' crs to onstituents' feelings of
being represented because of symbolic public actions of the board or
board members. School boards don't rate especially highly in this
kind of responsiveness, but certainly their rating is in line with
other politicians and governing units.

o Receptivity to Public Influence. This refers to constituents'

feelings that the board has listened to them and been influenced by
them.. School board meetings do not rate very highly in this kind of
responsiveness. However, private contact with school board members
is perceived to result in greater influence.
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WORKSHEET 5: WHO INFLUENCES OUR BOARD?

Below, you will find a list of actors in the politics of education at the
local level. Place a check mark next to those who, in your opinion, exert the
most influence on your school board.

Teachers

Parents

Administrators

Local government

State government

Local political parties

Politically powerful groups

Students

Others (write in)
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IDEA PAPER 4.: SCHOOL BOARD AUTHORITY AND POWER

It is no surprise that school board power and authority are under constant
challenge in today's political environment. Teachers' organizatiops are

.

testing school board m.inagement authority.; Courts are testing the legality of
school board policy and procedures. State legislatures and education agencies

.- ,

are challenging the policy-making authority of school boards.
,. .

School boards can maintain and strengthen local control of schools through a
judicious and astute exercise of their power.

Through state statute, school boards have'considerable authority to establish,
operate, and maintain the school district, levy taxes, hire and negotiate with
professional educators, select instructional materialb, and make many other
decisions.

%-
In addition to exercising its authority, however, a school board must find
creative uses of power and influence to make the best decisions for its

tdistrict and community.
.

Unlike professional ducators, whose power is based upon expertise, school
board power is based on its legal authority and upon the leadership, respect
and credibility of its members. A board exercises its power through
influencing and being influenced by variouS ideas,',suggestions and opinions
within the school community--those of administrators, teachers, parents,

.business representatives, taxpayers.

A bdard exercises its power for the public interest, rather than for the
special interest. Board power is integrative power, bringing many voices and
viewpoints together into harmony, if not unison.

'

In our diverse and pluralistic communities today, negotiation and problem
solving are perhaps the key political skills of a board in exercising its
power, since these result in an exchange of viewpoints and a broad base of
support for boaid decisions ip important areas.

n
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WORKSHEET 6: SUMMING UP

o

\
,

On this worksheet, record any ideas, techniques or procedures that have come
to your iatention during the workshop which you feel you would like to explore
further with your board at home.

-) .).

N..

.-
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Please answer the following guestiols frankly. Your responses will help to
improve the presentation of the wor%shop in the future.

1. My overall rating of this workshop is:

1

Excellent

Comments:

2

2. The yorkshop objectives were:

1. Clear to me

2. Somewhat clear

3. A mystery to me

':omments:

3

Fair

4

P6or

3. What I expected from the workshop, but did not get, was. .

4.. ,A..' The workshop leader(s)' knowledge-of the topic was:

1

Excellent

Comments:

2 3 4 5

Fair Poor

Bi The workshop leader(s)' presentation of the workshop (instructions,

clarity,-etc.) was: '

Comments:

1

Excellent

2 3 4 5

Fair Poor
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C. The workshop leader(s)' helpfulness to me and other participants was:

Comments:

1 2 3 4 5

Very Helpful

-

Helpful Not Helpful

5. I learned most from

Lecturettes given by the leader

Small group discussions

The reading material

Questions discussed in the group

Other activities

6. The most valuable thing(s) I learnea from the workshop was. . .

-

15
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This unit of the Building Bridges Workshop is concerned with the state arena
for the politics of education and the local board's role in it.

Increasingly, state legislatures, departments of education, governors, courts,
and other actors have been impacting schools in a variety of ways--fiscally,
policy-wise, through regulation and court directive. As a result, policy

making authority has shifted considerably to the state level in recent years,
and the discretionary policy making of local boards has been diluted. Local
control of schools continues to exist, but not without challenge by
significant and powerful actors at the state level.

In this workshop, these trends and changes are identified and analyzed. More

importantly, avenues and resources for school board participation in the state
arena of educational politics are suggested.

Your school boards association has, as a primary purpose, representing the
school board presence in the legislative process in your state capitol. As

key spokespersons and interpreters for your local district, you can be a vital

contributor to the shape of education in the fulure.

1



WORKSHEET 1: LOCAL CONTROL

Please answer the following questions and be prepared to discuss your ideas.

1. What does local control mean to you?

2. What are some important areas for local control? Circle the key ones.

Curriculum/Programs Teacher PerformanCe

Finance/Funding Instructional Materials

Buildings Extracurricular Programs

Others (Write in)

2
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WORKSHEET 2: OTHER GOVERNMENTS

Take a few minutes to consider the following questions.

1. What level of government should determine the curriculum of our schools?

a. Federal government

b. State government

c. Local school board

Give reasons for your answer.

2. Do you think that state and federal regulations are more likely to help or

hinder public education here?

a. Help

b. Hinder

c. Make no difference

d. Don't know

Give reasons for your answer.

3. In the years ahead, would you like to see the local school bOard have
greater responsibility for running the schools, or less, than they do

today?

'a. Greater responsibility

b. Less responsibility

c. About the same

d. Don't know

Give reasons for your answer.
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IDEA PAPER 1: PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF LOCAL CONTROL

During a period of declining public confidence in public schools as reflected
in Gallup Polls over the past decade, public support for local control of
schools remains high.

This information is summarized here for your later reference and use. The

information, or the questions themselves, may be useful to you in:

o Discussions of your board

o Communications with your constituents and community

o Local community surveys or polls

o Communications with your legislators

The Questions and Responses

These are the questions and responses from various Gallup Polls on public
attitudes toward education. In all cases, the responses are national ones.
Because of the scientific approach employed by Gallup Polls, the results are a
very close approximation of the attitudes of a cross section'of American
adults.

1. Who should decide what is taught in
tl'a schools?

a. Federal government 9%

b. State government 15%

c. Local school board 68%

d. Don't know 8%

2. Do you think that state,and federal
regulations are more likely to help
or hinder public education here?
Why?

a. Help 23%

b. Hinder 44%

c. No difference 5%

d. Don't know 28%

Why do they hinder?

Source: 12th Annual
Gallup Poll of Attitudes
Toward the Public Schools, 1980

Source: 10th Annual
Gallup Poll of Attitudes
Toward Public Schools, 1978

o Ignore differences among school districts in:

-- Wealth
-- Minority groups
-- Size

4
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3. In the years ahead, would you like to
see the local school board have
greater responsibility for running
the schools, or less, than they do
today?

a. Gteater responsibility 67%

b. Less responsibility 10%

c. About the same 15%

d. Don't know 8%

4. How much confidence do you have in
these American institutions to serve
the public's needs?

Source: 8th Annual
Gallup Poll of Attitudes
Toward Public Schools, 1976.

Source: 12th Annual
Gallup Poll of Attitudes
Toward Public Schools, 1980.

Great Deal (%) Fair Amount (%) Very Little (%)

a. Church 42 40 15

b. Public schools 28 46'3 . 20

c. Courts 19 45 28

d. Local government 19 51 23

e. State government 17 52 24

f. National government 14 47 31

g. Labor unions 17 38 30

h. Big business 13 42 36

It is clear from these polls that public confidence in local school boards

remains high, even though Public confidence in the schools themselves has

declined. What does this mean for local school boards? Here are some

interpretations.

o People have greater confidence in the governmental units and

instiutions closest to home because these are seen as more responsive

to local needs.

o People have greatest confidence in the local schdbl board to address

their concerns about school problems and improvement.

o The public may not fully.understand the constraints (legal and

regulatory) within which school boards must operate.

o The strong public confidence a'nd support for local school boards is

an important political resource which can be mobilized.

5



WORKSHEET 3: ROLE AND AUTHORITY OF THE STATE EDUCATION AGENCY
S.

In this activity, you will be assessing the role and authority of the

state education agency (state board, state superintendent and state
department of education).

A. Give two ratings for each area of authority: (a) how much authority it

now has, and (b) how much authority it should be given by the legislature.

In your ratings, use the following scale:

1 = all authority, 2 = nearly all, 3 = some, 4 = none

Area Ratings

(a) The SEA Has (b) The SEA Should

Apthority Now Have Authority

1. Curriculum and course of
study

2. Professional certification

3. School distriCt organiza-
tion and recognition

4. Federal aid and
assistance programs

5. Buildings and sites

6. School finance, including
the state foundation
program

7. 'School desegregation

8. Assessment of student
performance

9. Planning and research

10. Levying statewide taxes
for public school finances

B. Through discussioa with other workshop participants, identify areas of

greatest difference in your ratings.

C. For those areas of greatest difference, discuss the questior, "What can

school boards do to reduce this difference?"

1 i



WORKSHEET 4: GREATER LEGISLATIVE EFFECTIVENESS

Please answer the following questions and be prepared to discuss your ideas.

1. How can school board mwbers be more effective in workingWith
legislators?

2. What additional information do board members need in order to
increase their effectiveness with legislators?

7



IDEA PAPER 2: SCHOCC BOARD CREDIBILITY AS AN IMPORTANT POLITICAL RESOURCE

Legislators make several points about school board members in the legislative

process:

o School board members have credibility. As elected local officials,

school board members speak for their communities and districts in a

believable way. Legislators see board members, more than

professional educators, as spokespersons for the broad local school

community with little or no self-serving interest.

o School board members under-utilize their credibility as

spokespersons. Many legislators say that they rarely hear from board

members regarding problems, needs and conditions of their districts.

o Despite fewer numbers and less money than other education interest

groups, school boards associations are seen by legislators as being

effective in the legislative process, second to, and in some cases

equal to, teacher organizations. Again, this effectiveness results

from the credibility of school boards as representatives of their

school systems.

School board members can increase their effectiveness in the legislative

process both individually and collectively by recognizing their valuable
political resource--credibility, and by gathering and using information

regarding impacts of proposed legislation in direct communication with

legislators.

8



WORKSHEET 5: NINE ISSUES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL GOVERNANCE

Instructions: Below, you will find nine statements* regarding the governance
of education, and rolesof the legislature, the local school board and
professional educators. Please indicate where you stand 9n these statements.
You will be asked during the worksession.to share your answers.

Statements* Where I Stand

1. It i. s up to the legislature to Strongly Strongly '.

take the lead in setting forth Disagree Neutral Agree

what ought to bedone about. 1

public schoolAneeds.

2. .The legislature 'should limit Strongly

itself to determining broad Disagree
goals for the public schools 1

and leave most policy making
authority to the state board
or state superintendent.

,

3. The most important task for Strongly

the s'fate.board of education Disagree
should be to develop major 1

, policy proposals for the
legislature to consider.

4. Local control of education Strongly
,

is the basic principle that Disagree

should guide the state in 1

making policies for the
public sChools.

.5. Local sdhool officials know. Strongly
best how to run their districtb Disagree

and the role of the state 1

department of education should
be confined to assisting these .

officials in doing what they
wish to do.

2 3 4

Neutral
2 . 3 4

Neutral
2 3 4

Neutral
2 3 4

.

Neutral
2 3 4

5

Strongly
Agree

5

Strongly
Agree

5

,Strongly
Agree

5

Strongly
Agree

5

*These statements have t)en adapted from The olEinance

Project, 1973.

9
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6. Schools in this state are
much too slow in adopting
needed educational
innovations.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Neutral ,Agree

1 2 3 4 . 5

7. Despite all we hear about Strongly Strongly

"crises in education, our Disagree Neutral Agree
public schools are working 1 2 3 4 5

Well for the great' majority

. of students.

8. The apparent need for more Strongly Strongly

money to gun the public Disagree Neutral Agree

schools is largely because 1 2 3 .4 5

educators are inefficient in
.

their management of fiscal
/resources.

9. Educators keep,asking for 4rongly
ever-increasing state Disagree Neutral
spending without being 1 2 3 4

willing to show any real
return for the taxpayers'
additional dollars.

10 1 9

Strongly
Agree



WORKSHEET 6! ANALYZING THE ISSUES

You-have been Assigned a problem to analyze and solve The following
guidelines will be helpful in your task.

o Why have we, as school board members, taken the position we have on
the issue?

o Why, in oar opinion, have legislators taken the position they have on
the issue?

o What are some of the ideas and information we need to communicate to
our legislators about the issue?

\
o WhAt are some ways we can carry out this communication?

11 12J



WORKSHEET 7: LEGISLATIVE INVOLVEMENT QUIZ

Are these statements true or false from your point of view?

T/P

1. The best time to influence legislators is during the legislative

session.

2. School board members should rely upon their association's

lobbying activities to effectively promote statewide legislative

proposals.

3. Board members should leave lobbying to the association's

professional staff.

4. An effective school board legislative program requires a lot of

money.

5. As local community leaders and officials, school board members
should not become involved in the state legislative process.

6. Board members are too busy to have time for legislative

activities.

7. Education and politics don't mix.

8. Local board reklutions are helpful in supporting legislative

proposals and activities.

9. Since school board members represent such a diversity of
apinions, it is really impossible to put together an effective

legislative program.



IDEA PAPER 3: LEGISLATIVE INVOLVEMENT

WHY GET INVOLVED?

State legislatures are taking an increasingly active role in education
matters, from collective bargaining and finance to student learning objectives
and competencies. School board members need to realize the impact of this
activity, and represent their own district's interests in issues before the
legislature.

WHAT APE INGREDIENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE STATE-WIDE EFFORT TO INFLUENCE
LEGISLATION?

There are four essential elements:

o The availability of reliable information, especially on the local
impact of proposed legislation

\o Credible and able spokesmen and advocates

o Cohesive membership, where all members are supporting a common
position

o A reliable local network, ensuring that legislators are hearing the
same thing at home and in the capitol

WHEN SHOULD POSITIONS ON LEGISLATION BE DEVELOPED?

Board member and association positions should be developed well in advance Of
legislative sessions. This provides the greatest opportunity for influer._,.
and for collaboration with other groups and organizatiJns. Legislators and
candidates are most sensitive to constituent views prior to the primary

election.

WHERE SHOULD BOARD MEMBERS DEVOTE THEIR ATTENTION IN LEGISLATIVE MATTERS?

Board members need to be effective in four different geographic areas. In
order of importance, these are:

o The school district and community

o The legislative district level

o The major media centers

o The state capitol

13
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WHAT KINDS OF INFLUENCE DO LEGISLATORS RESPOND TO?

In order to be effective in influencing legislators, board members need to be
aware of the many pressures at work. Among these are:

o The legislator's personal conviction

o Constituency pressures

o Interest group lobbyists

o Pressure from the executive branch

o Political party pressures

o The influence of legislative staff

Typically, personal conviction, constituency pressures and legislative staff
are the most important sources of influence upon legislators.

WHO HAS THE GREATEST INFLUENCE WITH LEGISLATORS?

This is a key question for board members interested in becoming involved. It

is seldom the association's professional staff. It is more often a local
school board within the legislator's district.

WHAT ARE THE ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE,STRATEGy TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATORS?

In developing a strategy to influence legislators, school board members should
consider the following ideas:

o Be able to state your objective clearly.

o Have accurate information and facts ready.

o Be positive, not demanding or critical.

o Contact legislators individually, but don't impose on their time.

o Be persistent.

o Show how your ideas will be a positive benefit for children and
schools.

14 126



IDEA PAPER 4: SOME ACTION IDEAS FOR SCHOOL BOARD INVOLVEMENT
IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

Included here is a °starter list" of ideas for greater school board
involvement and effectivenss in the legislative process. The ideas, though
drawn from the experiences of other boards, may or may not fit your situation.

Election of Legislators

o Interview candidates for legislative races for their positions on
local control, collective bargaining, school finance or other issues
of importance to your school system.

o Identify and support candidates who best represent your district's
interests.

o Educate and mobilize your community in important legislative
elections.

During the Interim

o Establish contact with your legislator during the interim session.
This is a time when he or she may be most able to listen.

o Arrange for a*tour of your school buildings and programs for your
legislator.

o Invite'your legislator to serve on an advisory committee or task
force.

During the Legislative Session

o Prepare a district fact sheet or book for your legislator. It would
include enrollment, budget and staffing information to serve as
background.

o Maintain a newspaper clipping service for your legislator, so that he
or she receives all local news items about school concerns.

Establish a district legislative review committee to monitor crucial
pieces of legislation during the session. The committee should have
board, staff and community representation to aid in activating
communications when needed.

Write your legislator to express your views on important pieces of
legislation.

15 12;
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o Encourage your board to develop resolutions on key pieces of

legislation, and be sure your legislator receives these.

o Discuss the role of the board legislative liaison to your

association. Make clearer the board's expectations about this

important job.

Other Ideas

Add any other ideas for increasing board involvement and effectiveness in the

legislative process.



WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Please answer the following questions frankly. Your responses will help to
improve the presentation of the workshop in the future.

1. My overall rating of this workshop is:

' 1 2 3 4 5

Excellent Fair Poor

Comments:

2. The workshop objectives were:

1. Clear to me

2. Somewhat clear

3. A mystery to me

Comments:

3. What I expected from the workshop, but did not get, was. . .

4. A. The workshop leader(s)' knowledge of the topic was:

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent Fair Poor

Comments:

B. The workshop leader(s)' presentation of the workshop (instructions,
clarity, ete.) was:

Comments:

1 2 3 5

Excellent Fair

17 1 2 d

Poor



C. The workshop leader(s)' helpfulness to me and other participants was:

1 2 3 4 5

Very Helpful

Comments:

Helpful Not Helpful

5. I learned most from:

Lecturettes given by the leader

Small group discussions

The reading material

Questions discussed in the group

Other activities

6. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop was. . .

.-

18 1 ,3 u
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These materials have been produced as part of 'Keys to School Boardsmanship,"
a project to develop new materials in boardsmanshie education for local school
board members. It is a joint eftort among:

o TR Association of Alaska School Boards

o The Idaho Sâhool Boards Assciciation

o The Montana School Boards Association
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The focus of this unit of the Building Bridges Workshop is upon coalitions and
coalition-building for public education, and the roles school board members
can play in this important enterprise.

.The long-standing coalitions which have made up the education "family" and
''lobby is in considerable disarray at a very critical point in the politics
of education. The labor-management conflict, the public confidence problem,
the declining enrollments and the private school challenge all contri.bute to a
serious political climate for pUblic schools.

Coalitions, even for short term objectivds, are one approach to developing the
political force needed to meet the challenges of our time.

But coalitions and coalition building are not easy to establish or to
maintain. Participants in coalitions need to go in "with their eyes open and
their feet on the ground' to be successful and effective.

The activities in this workshop are designed to help you:

o Understana coalitions

o Analyze the political climate of public education

o Identify advantages and disadvantages of coalitions for scbool boards

o Realistically analyze ti4 issues which help and hinder coalition
building efforts

o Develop some preliminary steps in planning for coalition building in
your district and community



WORKSHEET 1: ISSUES AND POTENTIALS

Please respond to and be ready to discuss your aniwers to the following
questions.

1. What are the three greatest challenges facing our school system now and in
the immediate future?

2. What other groups and individuals share your (board's) concern about these
challenges (parents, teachers, administrators, legislators, etc.)?

3. Are these groups and individuals now meeting and working together to
address the challenges?



IDEA PAPER 1: CbALITIONS

Coalitions are temporary alliances among parties or factions to achieve some
mutual goal. coalitions can be formal or informal, short-term or long-term,
effective or ineffective.

Coalition-building- is a useful strategy for the education family to discover
and use again, not only to Secure needed legislation, funding, or other
objectives, butalso to maintain decision-making prerogatives at the local
level.

Legislators are increasingly frustrated by the fragmentation within the
education family and lobby, with teachers, board members and administrators
following courses of self-linterest. This conflict, and the resulting lack of
consensus about priorities, leaves the legislature in the position to make
decisions for the schools rather than with the schools.

Coalitions, in order to be effective, require some important and difficult
commitments from participants. There must be agreements, for example:

To suspend competition and conflict, at least temporarily

o To contribute resources, including time, staff, information and
perhaps money

o To coop erate in achieving the objective

o To shard strategic decision-making without domination of any single
party

Failure to develop and follow through with these agreements typically results
in failure of the coalition. And failure of the effort makes future efforts
even more difficult.

Coalition partners must enter this relationship with the clear understanding

that some autOnomy and some options for individual action will now be
limited. Partnens to coalitions, as in marfiages, give up some self-interests
for the sake of a common, larger purpose. Unwillingness or inability to make

this commitment will weaken the coalition effort.

N.

3
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4,PORKSHEET 2: COALITIONS: GCALS AND BARRIERS

Give your response to the questions below, and be prepared to discuss them in
your group.

..

-

1. What are some issues facing public schools upon which school board
members, teachers, administrators and parents can agree and unite?

\

2. What are some issues upon which school board members; teachers,
administrators and parents are likely to disagree?



WORKSHEET 3: IDENTIFYING COALITION POTENTIALS

For the groups listed belgw, write down your thoughts alaout how coalition
building might be approac'ed. What areas of mutual interest and concern do
school board members share with these groups? Rate the potentials by ranking

the candidates in order of ighest (1) to lowest (8) potential.
ti-

Coalition Candidates

Business/Industry

Teachers/Teachers' Organizations

,

State Board of Education

State Department of Education

Mutual Interests or Concerns

Administrators/Administratora, Organizations

PTAs/PTOs

Others

5
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IDEA PAPER 2: SUGGESTIONS FOR COALITION BUILDING

Effective coalitions grow out of a common perception of needs, a mutual
agreement about goals, and a commitment to unified action.

The following guidelines have grown out of coalition-building experiences of
education groups.

o Keep the focus on areas of agreement. Parties to a coalition may and
should negotiate parts of the 'contract agreement." rhey may
withhold approval of some parts of it. However, each party should
support the overall agreement.

Stri-ve for qonsensus, but recognize that unanimous agreement within
the coaNlition is unlikely. Work out the ground rules for
decision-makin early on.

Ensure that all co lition members have an opportunity to be heard and
to have influence. on't allow a single member to dominate
discussion, decisions or actions.

o Keep coalition activitie in their proper perspective. Don't permit
them to become all consumi at the expense of member activities.

Recognize and acknowledge stre gths of each coalition member. The
strengths may lie in different reas: knowledge/information,
political know-how, membership, c edibility, etc. Each member must
find roles within the coalition to "play its strong suit."

130
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WORKSHOP EVALUATLON

Ns.

Please anawer the following questions frankly. Your responses will help to
improve the presentation of the workhop in the future.

N,
\

1. My overall rating of this workshop is: N.

1 2 3 N4. 5

Excellent Fair ,,,, Poor

Comments:

2. The workshop objectives were:

1. Clear to me

2. Somewhat clear

3. A mystery to me

Comments:

\\N

3. What I expected from the workshop, but did not get, was. .

4. A. The workshop leader(s)' knowledge of the topic was:

1

Excellent

Comments:

2 3 4 5

Fair Poor

B. The workshop leader(s)' presentation of the workshop (instructions,
clarity, etc.) was:

1

Excellent

Comments:

2 3 4 5

Fair Poor

7



C. The workshop le der(s)' helpfulness to me and other participants was:

1 2 3 4 5

Very Helpful Helpful Not Helpful

Comments:

5. I learned most from

Lecturettes given b, the leader

Small group discussions

.The reading material A

Questions discussed in the group

Other actOities

6. The' most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop was. . .

\\

8



RELATED TRANSPARENCIES

,

I 41

\



PUBLIC'S EXPECTATIONS

PROMOTE PUBLIC INTEREST ,

UPHOLD COMMUNITY VALUES

LISTEN TO GRIEVANCES

SUPERVISE PROFESSIONALS

CONSERVATORS OF RESOURCES

PROMOTE RIGHTS AND INTERESTS

,

1 42
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POLITICAL ISSUES

Important campaign issues in Board Members'
first campaign

ISSUE %

School Taxes 28

Rising Costs 25

Instructional Program 23
"Back to Basics" ,

Superintendent's Performance 22

Student Discipline 20

*0

Source: New School Board Members: A Portrait
NSBA Research Report 1979-1
Used by permission

BB 2
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P1 LITICS

The Competition Surrounding the

Definition and-Co trol
t)

of

POLICY

BB 3
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REPRESENTATIONTWO WAYS

v

School boards have a responsibility to:

'e Represent the community to the professional
educators about perceptions, opinions,
expectations and concerns

e Represent the school district to the
community about needs, plans, programs,
outcomes

4
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The People Look at their School Boards

In your opinion, how good a job does the school board in
this district do when it comes to representing the views
and opinions of people like yourself?

A. Excellent

B. Good

C. Fair

D. Poor

E. Don't know

% OF ALL ADULTS

1 47
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POLITICAL STYLES

DELEGATE TRUSTEE

Votes to represent views of constituency Votes according to own judgments

Elected because of position on the issues Elected because of stature in community

Likely to prefer debate of issues . Likely to prefer individual persuasion

A coalition-builder An individualist

BB 7
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STYLES OF REPRESENTATION

,

(5.5)

5

Trustee Style

15u

10
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DELEGATE OR TRUSTEE?

Board Members should try not to represent a specific
group or constituency in the community but should
seek to represent all the people.

YES 80%

NO 15%

DON'T KNOW 5%

WISE 91%

UNWISE 9%

Source: New School Board Members: A Portrait
NSBA Research Report 1979-1
Used by permission

15i
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IS OUR BOARD RESPONSIVE?

0 10
7 - 8

Policy Responsiveness I

0
9

10

Service Responsiveness I 1

0 10
?

. Public Goods Responsiveness 1

0 103-4
Symbolic Responsiveness l 1

a b
0 10

3 -4 6 -7
Receptivity to.Public Influence 1 I

a. Board Meetings

b. Private Contacts

Sour-o: Tucker & Ziegler, 1977

BB 10
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WHO INFLUENCES OUR BOARD?

Teachers

Parents

ffiinistrators

Loal Government

State overnment

Local PoNicaI Parties

Politically owerful Groups

Students

Others

i 53
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Views and opinions which have most influence with school board

all non-
adults parents parents

% % %

School administrators 43 50 40

Teachers and teacher
organizations

Parents

'Local government

33 40 30

30 38 26

19 19 18

Politically powerful
groups

State government

Students

13 14 12

12 12 11

10 12 9

Local political parties 9 8 10

Source: NSBA, The People Look at their School Boards, 1975
Used by permission.

BB 12



INFLUENCE

...is there any group of people in this community that
has more influence than it should have in the way
schools are run?

A. Yes

B. 'No

C. Don't know

,

If yes, which groups?

4 local school board

local politicians

minority organizations

o P.T.A.

the "wealthy"

Source: 1969 Gallup Poll

BB 13



Who should decide what is taught in the schools?

National Totals X

16 68
FEDERAL STATE LOCAL SCHOOL

GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT BOARD

SOURCE: 1980 GALLUP POLL

1 56

DON'T KNOW

BB 14



STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Do you think that (regulations regarding education)
by State and Federal government are more likely to
help or hinder public education here?

A. Help

B. Hinder

C. No difference

D. Don't know

,

/
/

/
,

/

Why do they hinder?

Ignore differences among school districts in

wealth

minority groups

size

Source: 1978 Gallup Poll

BB 15
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LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR EDUCATION

In the years ahead, would you like to see the local
school board have greater responsibility for running
the schools, or less, than they do today?

A. Greater Responsibility

B. Less Responsibility

C. About the Same

D. Don't Know

Source: 1976 Gallup Poll

1 5 6

\
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PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS (1980)

Great Fair Very
Deal Amount Little
(%) (%) (%)

Church 42 40 15

Public Schools 28 46 20

Courts 19 45 23

Local Government 19 51 23

State Government 17 52 24

Federal Government 14 47 31

,

Labor Unions 17 38 30

Big Business 13 42 36



ROLE AND AUTHORITY OF ME
STATE EDUCATION AGENCY

\
1. Curriculum and course of study

2. Professional certification

3. School district organization and
reorganization

4. Federal aid and assistance programs

Ratings

Now Should
Has Have

,-.

5. Buildings .

6. School finance/state foundation
program

.7. School desegregation

8. Assessment of student performance

9. Planning and research
f

10. Levying staiewide taxes for public
school finance

.

16o
BB 18
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP

I Thoroughly experienced- professionally and politically

/ Long-term involvement in education

Senior membership status

I Committed - time and energy on education

I Serve on 'money' committees and on education committees

I Equal attention to finance and policy

I Major source of information and contact -
State Department of Edvpation

I Linkages with organizations and groups
within and outside of state

I Involved in managing conflict over money and control

Legislative staffs play an important role

161
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INFORMATION SOURCES 'FOR LEGISLATIVE LEADERS
AND STATE BOARD MJEMBERS

Department of Educaticin
(Includes Chief State School Officer)

S.

STATE
LEGISLATIVE BOARD

LEADERS MEMBERS

62% 98%

Teacher Association (NEA Affiliate) 56 11

School Boards Association 40 5

Local School Officials 39 27

Legislative Staff 27 ,_

Teacher Union (AFT Affiliate) 14

Administrators Organization 13 1

from The Educational Governance Project, 1973

162
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH LEGISLATIVE EDUCATION LEADERS

Individual-and Groups Strategies/Effectiveness
-:

State Level:

..

Information Contact
Useful Important

State Board of Education 22% 13%

Department of Education 50% 61%

Teacher Association 32% 50%

*School Boards Association 26% 31%

Governor and Staff 30%,

Staff of Executive Budgpt Agency 51%

:

From: Legislative Education Leadership in the States, 1981

1 6 3
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH LEGISLATIVE EDUCATION LEADERS

Individual and Groups Strategies/Effectiveness

Information Contact
Local Level: Useful Important

School Superintendents

Teachers and Representatives

*School Board Members

Parents and Representatives

Other Constituents

Press

39%

37%

28%

31%

20%

8%

From: Legislative Education Leadership in the States, 1981

BB 22
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POLICY MAKING RESPONSIBILITY

1. "...it is up to the legislature
to take thern lead in setting forth
what oughtto be done about state
public school needs."

2. "The legislature should limit
itself to determining broad goals
for the public schools and leave
most policy making authority to
the State Board or State
Superintendent (Commissioner)."

3. "The most important task for the
State Board of Education should
be to develop major policy
proposals for tl.e legislature to
consider."

from The Educational Governance Project, 1973

STATE
LEGISLATIVE BOARD WORKSHOP

LEADERS MEMBERS PARTICIPANTS

77%
.

49 %

62 % 95 %

76 % 70 %
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LOCAL CONTROL OF SChOOLS

4. "Local control of education is
the basic principle that should
guide the state in making policies
for the public schools."

5. "Local school officials know best
how to run their districts and the
role of the State Department of
Education should be confined to

. assisting these officials in doing
what they wish to do."

from The Educational Governance Project, 1973

LEGISLATIVE
LEADERS

520/0

STATE
BOARD WORKSHOP

MEMBERS PARTICI PANTS

67%

34% 39%

1.66
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NEED FOR SCHOOL CHANGES

STATE
LEGISLATIVE BOARD WORKSHOP

LEADE RS MEMBERS PARTICIPANTS

6. "Schools in this state are much 62% 33%
too slow in adopting needed
educational innovations."

7. "Despite all we hear about 'crises' 70% 77%
in educations, our public schools
are working well for the great
majority of students."

from The Educational Governance Project, 1973
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EDUCATOR ACCOUNTABILITY

\
8 . "the apparent need for more

IS f\y to run the public schools is
l4rgely\because educators are
inefficie 1 in their management of
fiscal reso \Imes."

\

\9. "Educators keep asking for ever-
increasing state sp
being willing to sho
return for the taxpaye
dollars."

nding without
any real
s' additional

\

from The Educational Governance Project, 1973

STATE
LEGISLATIVE BOARD WORKSHOP

LEADERS MEMBERS PARTICIPANTS

65 % 48 %



EFFECTIVENESS

RATING

1

2

3

LEGISLATORS' PERCEPTIONS OF

INTEREST GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

INTEREST GROUP

Teachers' Organizations
(NEA Affiliates)

School Board
Organizations

Administrator
Organizations

Reference: State Policy Making for the Public Schools, 1976

RESOURCES

ci

Numbers, Money, Staff,
Information, "Clout"

Staff, Credibility of
Membership
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RESOURCES FOR LEGISLATIVE IMPACT

MEMBERS

INFORMATION

170

RESPECT, CREDIBILITY
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COMMUNICATING WITH LEGISLATORS

Be flexible

o Be on time

Be prepared, clear about objectives

o Be brief, to the point

Single spokesperson

Be informal, friendly

a Acknowledge opposition

Offer something of value

Follow up in writing

BB 29
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COALITIONS

Coalitions are temporary alliances among
parties or factions to achieve a common
purpose.

Coalitions require:

Commitrhent of member resources

Agreement to cooperate

Suspension of competition, se!f-interest

Shared leadership



POLITICAL CLIMATE FOR EDUCATION

Eroding political basefewer than 30% voting adults

have children in school

.4, Aging population median age 31

Centralization of decision making state
legislature, courts

Decline in public confidence

Declining enrollments

Increasing competition for scarce public sector
resources

Education less appealing political issue

BB 31
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